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Preface

The Department of Defense (DoD), along with other federal agencies, is facing the need to substantially improve its workforce's effectiveness and efficiency and to address looming personnel challenges,
such as how to deal with the imminent retirement of a large proportion of its civilian workers. In addition, the impending transformation of the U.S. military means that DoD's civil service workforce
will likely have to meet new requirements in support of a new force
structure.
Attracting and retaining sufficient civil service personnel of the
highest caliber and with the appropriate and necessary skills are major
DoD objectives. Approaches for achieving these aims are laid out in
the DoD Civilian Human Resources Strategic Plan. One goal emphasized in this plan (Annex B) is "to promote focused, well-funded recruiting to hire the best talent available." An objective under this goal
seeks to determine what type of internship will most effectively help
DoD meet this goal.
DoD asked the RAND Corporation to characterize current intern programs in DoD, to identify best practices for intern programs
among private-sector corporations and other government agencies,
and to recommend approaches for improving such programs. As part
of this effort, RAND conducted interviews with managers of several
DoD intern programs to understand how current DoD programs
work, and with managers of corporate programs to understand how
those programs differ from the ones in DoD.
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This monograph documents the project's findings. It presents
the resuks of a review of hterature on intern programs, insights obtained from interviews with managers of DoD and private-sector intern programs, findings from analyses of personnel data, and policy
recommendations for DoD.
This monograph will be of interest to officials responsible for
DoD recruiting and to those responsible for recruiting in other government agencies. It should also be of interest to DoD functional
communities, human resource specialists and policymakers, and managers in other organizations.
This research was conducted for the Deputy Assistant Secretary
of Defense for Civilian Personnel Policy. It was carried out within the
Forces and Resources Policy Center of the RAND Corporation's
National Defense Research Institute, a federally funded research and
development center sponsored by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense, the Joint Staff, the unified commands, and the defense
agencies. Reader comments should be sent to the authors at the
RAND Corporation, P.O. Box 2138, Santa Monica, CA 904072138, or to sgates@rand.org. The director of the program under
which this research was conducted is Susan Everingham, who can be
reached at the same RAND Corporation mailing address, at
Susan_Everingham@rand.org, or at 310/393-0411, x7654. Information about the RAND Corporation can also be obtained at
www.rand.org.

The RAND Corporation Quality Assurance Process

Peer review is an integral part of ail RAND research projects. Prior to
publication, this document, as with all documents in the RAND
monograph series, was subject to a quality assurance process to ensure
that the research meets several standards, including the following:
The problem is well formulated; the research approach is well designed and well executed; the data and assumptions are sound; the
findings are useful and advance knowledge; the implications and recommendations follow logically from the findings and are explained
thoroughly; the documentation is accurate, understandable, cogent,
and temperate in tone; the research demonstrates understanding of
related previous studies; and the research is relevant, objective, independent, and balanced. Peer review is conducted by research professionals who were not members of the project team.
RAND routinely reviews and refines its quality assurance process and also conducts periodic external and internal reviews of the
quality of its body of work. For additional details regarding the
RAND quality assurance process, visit wrwfw.rand.org/standards/.
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Summary

The Department of Defense (DoD) expects the number of its retiring
civil service employees to increase over the next five years as a large
portion of the civil service workforce becomes eligible for retirement.
In addition to the effect that this exit of so many employees will have
on DoD hiring demands, the Defense Transformation for the 21st
Century Act—proposed defense legislation calling for a realignment
of DoD's organizational structure and skill mix to address current
objectives for the future and for the transfer to civilian personnel
of some functions now performed by military personnel—has the
potential to increase DoD's hiring demands even further.
Many within DoD are concerned about how the department
and its components will find qualified individuals to replace such a
large number of retiring employees and to fill available positions. At
the same time, such a turnover in the workforce provides DoD with
an opportunity to realize workforce planning goals—that is, to compare the skill mix of the current workforce with the skills needed to
support tomorrow's military and then to make needed adjustments.
The DoD Civilian Human Resources Strategic Plan identifies
intern programs as a potentially useful recruiting tool. To understand
how DoD might use such programs most effectively, the Office of
the Secretary of Defense asked the RAND Corporation to investigate
the use of intern programs in DoD and other organizations, to gather
information on effective practices and organizational options used in
these programs, and to provide recommendations on DoD's use of
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intern programs. To address these issues, we conducted both a Hterature and an Internet review, as well as in-person interviews with representatives of private- and public-sector organizations.

Many Options Exist for Intern Programs
Our research focused on two categories of intern programs: preemployment programs and structured post-employment programs,
the latter of which we refer to as early career professional development
(ECPD) programs.
Within the category of pre-employment internships, we looked
at three kinds of programs: summer internships, defined as those employing students full-time during summer breaks and usually lasting
between 8 and 12 wQe\<.s; part-time internships, defined as those employing students in the "off hours" during the school year or during
breaks from school; and co-op programs, defined as those offering students continuous on-the-job experience, typically in a factoryoriented or technical job, over a period of months or years as the students complete their schooling. While all of these pre-employment
internships provide multiple benefits when used successfully, they are
primarily used as recruiting and screening tools.
The second category is ECPD programs, which are structured
professional development programs designed for new hires. Their
goal is to provide new employees with organization-specific training
that will improve their ability to do their jobs and/or groom them for
advancement to higher-level positions. Participants in DoD ECPD
programs hire in at an entry level (usually GS-5, 7, or 9) and are noncompetitively promoted to a higher, "target" grade level when they
complete the program requirements. In the private sector, some companies, such as Ford Motor Company and Cigna, strongly emphasize
ECPD for entry-level professional positions, involving most if not all
new employees in structured ECPD programs.
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DoD Emphasizes Early Career Professional
Development Programs
We found examples of every kind of intern program within DoD,
but ECPD programs are by far the most common. In fact, they are
the only intern programs currently referred to by DoD as internships.
ECPD program participants are hired into permanent, careerconditional civil service positions through either traditional civil
service hiring practices or one of a handful of special hiring authorities. Pre-employment internships exist in DoD but are not common;
summer internships are especially rare.
DoD can use two federal programs, both within the Student
Educational Employment Program (SEEP), for hiring preemployment interns. The first of these, the Student Temporary Employment Program (STEP), allows agencies to hire students on a parttime or short-term basis to get work done. The second, the Student
Career Experience Program (SCEP), is oriented more toward training
and development and is designed to groom students for term or permanent positions by providing them with work experience related to
their educational program and career goals.

The Literature Identifies Successful Practices
for Intern Programs
A substantial body of literature exists on the characteristics that successful pre-employment internships have in common.' Most of this
literature draws lessons from the experience of private-sector organizations whose intern programs are well regarded and contribute to corporatewide hiring goals. One theme running through the literature
on internships is to do them well or not at all.
Our review also identified several specific practices used by successful firms. We found three key guidelines for the recruitment and
selection of participants for pre-employment internships:
' These characteristics are often referred to as best practices in the literature.
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• Carefully consider the organization's needs to ensure that potential candidates are a good fit. If an organization's goal is to
recruit permanent employees, it does not want interns it would
not consider for permanent positions.
• To attract the desired students, know what students are looking for. While organizations need to understand their own goals
for internship programs, they also need to know what potential
participants expect to gain from the programs.
• Identify effective means of gaining access to potential participants. People learn about available internships through a variety
of means, including Websites, job fairs, career preparation
courses, and word of mouth.
We also identified several guidelines related to the management of
pre-employment interns during the program:
• Select good mentors. Good mentorship and supervision are advocated as the best way to guide students' development and to
give students a positive impression of the organization.
• Provide students with interesting work. Interns want to feel
that they are not only contributing, but getting a real sense of
what goes on in the company and what it is actually like to work
there.
• Provide benefits. Even an unpaid internship becomes more appealing if there are tangible benefits such as assistance with relocation or housing, transportation, etc.
• Administer the program carefully. Ongoing engagement with
both senior management and operational managers is important
to ensure that program awareness is high, program objectives are
being met, and areas for improvement are identified. Program
administrators should also be encouraged to respond to problems quickly.
• Be recruitment-minded throughout the program. Being
recruitment-minded starts with careful selection of candidates
and extends to thoughtful monitoring and evaluation of their
progress as interns.
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Although there is no distinct hterature describing best practices
for ECPD programs, we were able to draw some useful observations
from our review of literature on pre-employment intern programs.
One finding is that ECPD programs are not a substitute for preemployment intern programs. Private-sector organizations that use
both kinds of programs typically use pre-employment internships as a
screening tool to determine the best candidates for their ECPD programs, which they then use to train entry-level employees up to journeyman levels of competency. Another finding is that although
ECPD programs focus less on recruitment and more on professional
development than pre-employment internships do, they should still
include thoughtful mentoring and rotational assignments.
Implications of Literature Review for DoD

A common theme running through the literature on effective practices for intern programs is the importance of keeping organizational
goals in mind when designing and administering an intern program,
whether of the pre-employment or ECPD kind. A clear understanding of program goals is especially critical in selecting participants and
evaluating their work as interns. Since recruiting is a primary goal of
pre-employment intern programs, substantial care typically goes into
"selling" a student on the organization during the internship.
There are also costs associated with running an effective intern
program. Pre-employment internships require a considerable investment of time and other resources, a point that organizations clearly
take into account when deciding whether to use such a program and
in selecting the kind of program to use.

A Program's Organization and Structure Influence
Its Success
Issues such as who funds a program, who does the recruiting and
hiring, and who evaluates interns can greatly influence a program's
success in achieving its goals. We examined organizational options
used for pre-employment intern and ECPD programs, deriving sev-
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eral conclusions about the structure and organization of intern programs both within and outside DoD.
Degree of Centralization Reflects Program Goals in Successful
Intern Programs

In successful intern programs of all types, the funding, evaluation,
and hiring decisions are made at the organizational level that is the
focus of the program's objectives. In other words, programs designed
to benefit the organization as a whole tend to receive high-level support and funding, as well as corporate input on hiring decisions.
Similarly, programs whose purpose is to improve recruiting in or for a
specific line of business or operational unit tend to be decentralized to
the level of that operating unit. Intermediate degrees of centralization
to the level of an organizational department consisting of several operational units or to the level of a functional community (e.g., a
community of one or more related occupations) that cuts across
many operating units of the organization are also possible.
Both ECPD and pre-employment intern programs may be used
to achieve goals at any organizational level. ECPD programs typically
have broad firm- or agencywide goals, and centralization or functionally based decentralization is the norm for these programs. But this
does not mean that it is impossible to design a decentralized ECPD
program to address the goals of an organizational subunit. Preemployment internships typically have a combination of firmwide
and narrower, business-line goals. Pre-employment intern programs
are sometimes centralized, but most tend to be decentralized, often
with actual program training content left to the discretion of operational managers, who may or may not receive significant centralized
guidance. In both DoD and the corporate world, part-time intern
programs and co-op programs are decentralized and locally driven,
with funding usually derived from local budgets and personnel
authorizations, although there is pressure for greater centralization.
Different Levels of Organizational Goals Imply Different Incentives

The incentive structures of successful pre-employment and ECPD
programs are well aligned with the relevant level of organizational
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goals. For example, programs designed to meet corporatewide goals
draw their primary input from individuals who can benefit from this
corporate perspective. To operational unit managers, corporate goals
may seem distant and abstract, so if the input of these managers is
important to the program, incentives for their participation (e.g., centralized funding of intern program participants, centralized funding
for mentors) may be required.
The degree to which an intern program is centralized can affect
the breadth of goals. Centrally funded programs take a higher organizational view, preparing interns for a variety of positions in the company or developing "future leaders"; corporate exposure is likely to be
broader, and "success" is measured in terms of an intern's migration
to any permanent position in the company. Local or functionally
funded internships, in contrast, are more likely to correspond
(though they need not necessarily do so) with parochial training and
goals. The experience and training an intern receives are likely to be
narrower and more locally specific, and "success" for a location or
function is the intern's migration to permanency in that location or
function.
A Moderate Degree of Centralization Appears to Be
a Successful Approach for Funding Intern Programs

One clear conclusion from our research is that the locus of funding
for an intern program drives or is reflective of program objectives. It
appears that some moderate level of centralization is the most effective option for funding internships. Local operational managers already bear the cost of mentoring or working with pre-employment
intern or ECPD program participants, so being asked to pay the direct costs of such programs would put an additional burden on them.
A functionally oriented and funded pre-employment intern or ECPD
program provides the broader, functional community some ownership over and responsibility for program participants. A functional
community is also better able than a local manager to deal with the
risks and uncertainty involved in workforce planning and to adopt a
perspective that considers the objectives of the organization as a
whole rather than just those of an organizational subunit.
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Larger, More Centralized Programs Tend to Have MoreComprehensive Mechanisms for Program Evaluation

Our research suggests that the larger, more centrahzed programs tend
to have more-comprehensive, or formal, forms of program evaluation
in place. This may reflect the fact that economies of scale accompany
such evaluations in large programs, and that it is difficult to justify
the expense of such evaluations for smaller programs. Another reason
that smaller programs might not have formal program evaluation is
that informal evaluation can suffice for their smaller scale.
Regardless of whether program evaluation is formal or informal,
however, it tends to focus on cost and some measure of how well the
program is achieving its objectives. For pre-employment intern programs, the outcomes of interest are the percentage of interns who receive a permanent job offer and, of those, the percentage who accept.
ECPD programs tend to focus on the differences in retention rate
and relative career success between program participants and employees who are similar but did not participate in the program.
Well-Regarded Intern Programs Are Part of a Human Resources
Structure Designed to Meet Organizational Goals

Although there is ample literature describing specific practices used
by sticcessful intern programs, it appears that success may have more
to do with the way programs are structured and with high-level support for such programs rather than with the use of specific practices.
Well-regarded intern programs are part of a human resources (HR)
structure that is designed to serve the organization's overall aims.
Successful programs are not exclusively owned and run by HR, however. Instead, they are supported by HR and receive significant input
and funding from functional communities and operational managers.
This finding is consistent with the more general recommendations of
the Strategic Human Capital Management approach, which suggests
that government agencies emphasize human capital management and
use the input of managers at all levels to design programs targeted to
help the organization achieve its overall goals (General Accounting
Office, 2002).
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Centralization issues can be resolved in a variety of v^^ays, all of
which call for some, but not all, activities to be centralized. It appears
that successful intern programs centralize only those activities that
can benefit from economies of scale—such as the design of evaluation
standards and tools, training materials for mentors, and general
guidelines for structuring the intern programs. It is also common for
organizations to centralize their contacts with colleges and universities
to some degree. However, functional communities and/or operational
units typically play a key role in identifying demand for interns (usually based on some medium-term forecasting of personnel needs in
the functional area), selecting interns, designing the intern experience, and evaluating intern performance.
DoD Lacks the Hiring Flexibility Found in the Private Sector

The extent to which DoD can or should adopt organizational options
used in other organizations is limited in certain respects. One key way
in which private companies benefit from intern programs is that they
are able to evaluate program participants and make offers of employment to the most successful of them. DoD, in contrast, cannot currently act on all the participant information available through its
summer intern programs. SCEP allows for direct conversion to term
or permanent positions, but only after a program participant has put
in 640 hours—or 16 full-time weeks—of service with a federal
agency. Because most summer programs last only 10 weeks, or 400
hours, a student who spends one successful summer in a DoD internship is not eligible for direct conversion.

Recommendations
The findings from our analysis suggest several ways for DoD to make
more effective use of its intern and early career professional development programs.
First, in an effort to more effectively recruit recent college
graduates, DoD should develop and employ terminology for describing different programs and positions that is free from DoD-
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specific jargon and consistent with terminology used in the private
sector. Specifically, DoD should consider eliminating the use of the
term intern program to describe bona fide, permanent jobs that involve a substantial amount of professional development. Students,
particularly those not familiar with the federal government, will tend
to assume that an internship is not a "real job." We use the term early
career professional development (ECPD) program to describe such jobs.
DoD should consider adopting this or similar terminology.
Second, to the extent that DoD seeks to use pre-employment
internships as a recruiting tool, it should create high-quality programs that maximize the potential for hiring talented interns as
permanent employees. The SCEP hiring authority gives managers an
opportunity to use pre-employment intern programs in a way that is
consistent with how the private sector uses them—that is, as hiring
and screening tools. DoD should bear in mind the lessons from the
private sector on successful pre-employment internships. In particular, if the goal of these programs is to improve entry-level recruiting,
DoD must be sure to design interesting work experiences with wellprepared, attentive mentors in order to make a positive impression on
participants.
Expanded use of pre-employment intern programs should acknowledge recruiting as a primary goal and be closely linked with
overall HR objectives. In creating new programs or expanding existing programs, DoD must balance local and departmentwide needs
and link its decisions with larger workforce planning goals. As we
witnessed in the case studies, local and organizationwide intern programs often have different objectives. The implementation of new or
expanded DoD pre-employment intern programs should reflect the
practices that the private sector uses to implement such programs.
Third, if DoD intends to use the summer internship as a recruiting tool, we recommend that it advocate changes to the SCEP
rules. DoD's use of relatively few summer internships (in comparison
to the number used by the private sector) is a rational response on the
part of DoD managers to the hiring authorities available to them.
The current array of hiring authorities provides no option for offering
a permanent job to a successful summer intern after one summer.
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Such an intern can only apply through the regular, competitive hiring
process that is open to all applicants. And even after the intern does
so, the DoD manager may be forced by federal hiring rules to choose
another candidate.
Current Student Educational Employment Program (SEEP)
regulations provide flexibility for DoD managers to use summer intern programs to achieve a variety of HR objectives. However, current SCEP requirements limit the extent to which DoD managers can
effectively use summer internships as a recruiting tool. There are
many reasons for DoD to consider using summer intern programs as
a recruiting tool—for example, they have the potential to attract a
much broader pool of candidates than part-time internships or co-op
programs do.
If DoD decides to increase its use of summer internships as a recruiting tool, it should advocate policy changes that reduce the number of hours required for direct-conversion eligibility under SCEP.
Current SCEP rules allow managers at federal agencies, including
DoD, to directly convert to term or permanent employment only
those individuals who successfully complete 640 hours of service
during their time as students. If this figure were reduced to 400—a
criterion that could be met by a full-time summer intern in one
summer—managers would have the choice of converting promising
summer interns to term or permanent employment.
Fourth, we recommend that DoD promote closer links between
pre-employment intern programs and ECPD programs. Many of the
private-sector companies we examined use pre-employment internships as a means of identifying employees for ECPD programs. To
the extent that both pre-employment intern and ECPD programs
share the objective of identifying employees desired by the organization, it is useful to reinforce the connections between these two types
of programs.
Finally, we recommend that DoD facilitate the evaluation of intern programs by gathering information on pre-employment intern
and ECPD program participation as part of the DoD-wide civilian
personnel master file. Using the civilian personnel master file, DoD
can track the careers of any civil service employee. If intern program
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participants could be identified in the data set, conversion rates could
be examined, and career progression, promotion rates, and retention
rates for program participants could be compared to those for similar
employees who did not participate in such programs. Such comparative analytic tools are already in use within some DoD services and
agencies.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

Background
The Department of Defense (DoD) anticipates an increase in the
number of civil service employees retiring over the next five years as a
large portion of this aging workforce reaches retirement eligibility.
The DoD downsizing of the 1990s was achieved with minimal involuntary separations through hiring freezes and layoffs of junior personnel. However, as a result of this strategy, the average age and experience level of the DoD workforce have increased dramatically since
1989 (Department of Defense, 2001; Levy et al., 2001).
In fiscal year (FY) 2001, nearly 90,000 DoD civil service employees were eligible for retirement. Many within DoD are concerned
about how DoD will find skilled individuals to replace such a large
number of retiring employees. At the same time, however, this
workforce turnover gives DoD the opportunity to realize workforce
planning goals that might otherwise be difficult to achieve. By comparing the skills and competencies of the current workforce (considering how these will change as the current workforce ages) with the
skills and competencies needed to support tomorrow's military, managers can make needed adjustments as current employees retire.'
' Emmerichs, Marcum, and Robbert (2003a,b) emphasize that the skills of a workforce are
constantly changing as the individual employees get older and acquire new skills. The crucial
skills gap for organizations is the one between the skill mix of the current wotkforce aged
forward to a crucial point in time and the skill mix that leaders anticipate will be needed to
meet organizational goals at that point in time. We find that this subtle distinction is often
overlooked in the workforce planning process.
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In addition to these pressures on the DoD recruiting infrastructure, proposed DoD legislation—The Defense Transformation for the
21st Century Act—has the potential to further increase hiring demands. By realigning DoD's organizational structure and skill mix to
address current objectives and by transferring some functions now
performed by military personnel to civilian personnel, the transformation could require DoD to hire a substantial number of civil service employees.
The DoD Civilian Human Resources Strategic Plan identifies
recruiting "the best talent available" into the civil service as a key objective. Intern programs have been identified as a potentially useful
recruiting tool. Specifically, the Strategic Plan calls on DoD to determine the type of intern program that can best meet DoD needs
(Department of Defense, 2001, 2003).
These DoD efforts can be viewed as one part of a much larger
effort to promote a "strategic human capital management" perspective in federal government agencies (see, for example, General Accounting Office, 2003). This perspective, advanced by, among others,
the General Accounting Office (GAO), the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB), and the Office of Personnel Management
(OPM), encourages federal agencies to view the individuals they employ as assets to be invested in (e.g., through training) and to consider
the value of human capital possessed by the workforce as an important organizational asset. The strategic human capital management
perspective also emphasizes the importance of aligning human capital
management approaches with the overall mission of the organization.
According to this perspective, decisions related to intern programs
should be made in the context of a broad consideration of human
capital approaches.

Objectives
To inform DoD's recruitment efforts, the Office of the Secretary of
Defense (OSD) asked the RAND Corporation to investigate the use
of intern programs in DoD and other organizations and to gather in-
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formation on best practices and organizational options within these
programs. This monograph summarizes our findings about intern
programs in DoD, other government organizations, and private businesses, and provides recommendations regarding DoD's use of intern
programs.
In examining the range of options available for DoD intern
programs, we identified four distinct types. The first three
types—summer internships, part-time internships, and co-op programs—fall under the heading of pre-employment programs. In
summer internships, perhaps the most common type of preemployment program, students are employed full-time during summer breaks. In part-time internships, students work either during the
school year or during breaks from school. In co-op programs, which
may involve part-time work during the school year or full-time work
alternating with full-time coursework, students integrate their work
experience with their degree program, often earning credit for the
work they do.^ The fourth type of intern program, the structured
early career professional development (ECPD) program, is for new
hires.
DoD currently uses all four kinds of intern programs in some
way, but ECPD programs are the most common among its structured
intern programs. The Army and Air Force both have large, centrally
funded ECPD programs—the Army Career Intern Program, the Air
Force Copper Cap Program, and the Air Force Palace Acquire Program. The Navy does not have a broad, centralized ECPD program,
but its Navy Financial Management Traineeship provides ECPD opportunities for financial managers. Defense agencies also offer structured ECPD programs. The Defense Finance and Accounting Service
(DFAS) has the Entry Level Professional Accountant (ELPA) pro^ Our description of intern programs represents a generic typology that can be broadly applied to characterize programs in both the public and the private sector. The terminology
used within a particular sector or specific organization to desctibe one or more of these options may vary, however. For example, our category of co-op programs could include the
DoD's Student Cateer Experience Program (SCEP), even though the term co-op is not officially applied to this program within the DoD. (The term co-op does continue to be used
unofficially within DoD, but there is no longer a specific co-op appointment.)
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gram; the Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) and the
Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) each have their own ECPD
programs.
In contrast to DoD's wealth of formal, centralized ECPD programs, its use of pre-employment intern programs is more ad hoc.
DFAS recently initiated a summer intern program for accounting
students. The Army Materiel Command (AMC) has a small preemployment intern program called CREST (Career Related Experience in Science and Technology). DCAA runs pre-employment internships out of its five regional centers, the vast majority of its interns working part-time on a year-round basis. In addition to these
small, decentralized programs that may span more than one location,
local operational managers may use the Student Career Experience
Program (SCEP) and Student Temporary Employment Program
(STEP) hiring authorities to hire students. Although the relationship
between the local manager and the student may look like a co-op or a
part-time or summer internship, it may not be part of a formal intern
program. DoD currently uses all forms of intern programs to some
extent; what our study considered is whether DoD might benefit
from a different mix of options.
To understand how DoD might benefit further from available
intern program options, we identified practices used by organizations
in the private and public sectors that are viewed as having successful
intern programs. We also examined in detail the kinds of structures
used to organize intern programs and considered the effect of organizational structures on program objectives and the types of programs
most appropriate for meeting DoD goals. To provide additional insights, we highlighted specific case studies.
The intern programs we discuss are often closely aligned with
more-general recruiting and professional development activities
within organizations. Indeed, most intern programs function as recruiting and/or professional development strategies. We focus specifically on intern programs, without delving deeply into the moregeneral human resources (HR) functions of recruiting and professional development. Related RAND research for OSD is looking at
recruiting practices more generally.
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Although broad pressures exist for federal agencies to transform
the way they think about workforce management and adopt a strategic human capital management approach, an explicit consideration of
how intern programs would fit into (or should be transformed in accordance with) such a perspective is both premature and beyond the
scope of our study. That said, many of the broad themes of the strategic human capital management approach—the need to invest in the
workforce, to link hiring and training decisions to strategic planning
efforts, and to target investments in human capital to where they are
needed most—are echoed herein in the context of intern programs.

Methods
The research presented here is based on literature and Internet review,
data analysis, and interviews. Our reviews of the literature and Internet sought to gather information on existing and past programs in
DoD and other organizations, student perceptions of intern programs, and the practices used by organizations with successful intern
programs. The Internet search involved a broad-based multi-engine
search on internship and the following related keywords: intern, experiential education, co-op, fellowship, and summer program. This broad
search was supplemented with directed searches of several universities'
career center (or equivalent) Web pages and a careful inspection of
Web materials available through NACE (National Association of
Colleges and Employers). The broader literature review included
searches on similar keywords in databases of business and academic
journals and periodicals, and also entailed collecting articles and
studies referred to in materials found during our "primary" search.
These searches yielded a wide range of materials, including lists and
evaluations of internship programs (see Oldman and Hamadeh,
2002), surveys of students or employers (see Gold, 2001, 2002, for
example), advertisements for specific programs along with their
details and applications, and a variety of lessons learned, advice for
running, and best-practices lists from and for intern programs (see
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Patterson, 1997; Brooks and Greene, 1998; or Cunningham, 2002,
for example).
We conducted interviews with managers of DoD, other federal
government, and corporate intern and co-op programs. Within DoD,
we attempted to identify and interview managers of each service or
agencywide intern program. To select DoD programs and privatesector firms for interviews, we used a referral/convenience method,
usually referred to as "snowball sampling," in which we began with an
initial list of contacts to get recommendations for additional contacts.
For DoD programs, we began with a list of contacts provided by our
sponsor. We then expanded from this initial list based on word-ofmouth referrals from individuals in our first round of contacts and
from referrals from existing RAND contacts in various DoD agencies.
For private-sector contacts, we established a list of "best practice" firms based on our review of the literature and consultations
with RAND HR personnel. We then attempted to contact all firms
on the list having personnel who were members in HR professional
organizations that RAND FiR personnel were also members of By
using HR-to-FiR referrals/contacts, we were able to successfully speak
with a much higher proportion of the private-sector companies we
tried to contact than would have been the case if we had resorted to
cold-calling.
We were able to complete interviews with three of the four
companies we initially selected as targets. Given that our catalog of
HR-to-FFR relationships produced a large list of potential contacts,
we decided to select our target corporate case studies based on the
following criteria. First, we focused on large corporations that employ
individuals in many locations around the country and in occupational
areas similar to those found in DoD. Second, to enable us to examine
different strategies for structuring intern programs, we chose companies known by our internal HR contacts to use different approaches.
Our interviews of these private-sector companies were used to gather
information unavailable on Websites or in published documents on
the operational details of intern programs.
Table 1.1 lists the government and private-sector organizations
used in our case studies and identifies which types of internships we
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Table 1.1
Case Studies
Pre-Employment
Internships
Organization
Private sector
Ford Motor Company
Hewlett-Pacl<ard
Northrop Grumman
Government
Air Force''
Army"
Army IVlateriel Command
Defense Contract Audit Agency
Defense Finance and Accounting
Service
Department of the Navy Human
Resources
Central Intelligence Agency
Navy Financial Management
Defense Contract Management
Agency

Summer

Part-time°

Co-op

ECPD

/
/
/

/
/
/

/

/

/
/

/

/

/
/
/
/
/
/

/

/

/

/
/
/

^A / in this column indicates that the organization as a whole has a visible, formal,
part-time internship program. If functional managers within the organization are
hiring part-time interns out of their own budgets on an ad hoc basis without any reference to the larger agency or firm, we do not designate the organization as having a
part-time intern program.
"^he Air Force and Army case studies focus on the servicewide ECPDs (Palace Acquire,
Copper Cap, and Army Career Intern Program) and do not reflect the full array of programs available in these services.

discussed with each organization. Fuller descriptions of these organizations can be found in Appendix A.
We used a semiformal open-ended structure for our interviews.
See Appendix B for our interview protocol.
Additionally, we conducted a data review and analysis. We reviewed analyses conducted by the Army to forecast demand and
evaluate the Army Career Intern Program. We used the DoD personnel database, FORMIS (Forces, Readiness and Manpower Information System), available from the Defense Manpower Data Center
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(DMDC), to analyze data on student trainees in DoD. Finally, we
analyzed questions related to internships in the National Center for
Educational Statistics (NCES) Baccalaureate and Beyond Survey.^

Scope
There are significant limitations to the literature on best practices that
should be mentioned here. First, the term itself is not well defined. As
used in the literature, it can mean anything from "something that
sounds like a good idea" to a specific, well-defined practice that has a
proven correlation with the success of an organization. We must be
up front in noting that the literature on best practices for intern programs does not accord with the latter description. Most of the work
from which we drew our lessons identifies best practices by looking at
the practices of organizations that are (1) known for having intern
programs that are considered successful (i.e., are well regarded by students or have a high rate of conversion to full-time employment), (2)
well regarded for their employment management practices, or (3)
successful in their business as a whole. The literature can provide no
concrete proof that these practices led to success of one kind or another. There is also no guarantee that practices that may have been
ignored by this literature are not equally important. The organizations identified as best-practice organizations for our case studies are
those that the HR professional community and/or college career advising professionals recognize as having effective programs. Again,
there is no sense in which these organizations should be seen as "the
best" in any specific, objective way compared to a set of other organizations.
One reason for the limited amount of objective concrete evidence on the relationship between specific practices and the success of
intern programs is the difficulty in generating reliable and accurate
measures of success for such programs. Obvious candidate measures,
' See http://nces.ed.gov/sui-vcys/b&b.
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such as promotion or hiring rates, suffer from important hmitations
that we discuss later.
Another key concern is whether practices viewed as effective for
private-sector organizations are relevant to public-sector organizations
such as DoD. We believe there are compelling reasons to think the
answer is yes in this context. The federal government competes for
workers in the same labor market as private-sector organizations do.
One individual might very well entertain job offers from both types
of organizations. In the late 1990s, employers faced an extremely
competitive employment market and thus experienced tremendous
pressure to experiment with new ways to improve their hiring outcomes. Private-sector organizations had more flexibility to experiment
and react quickly than public-sector organizations did. Those that
were able to recruit and retain high-quality employees through intern
programs can be viewed as successful relative to organizations that
were not able to do so.
In presenting information on effective practices, we have tried to
emphasize the fact that the practices cannot be objectively defended
as better than other practices. The practices we highlight are those
that are general enough to apply to both private- and public-sector
organizations, are recommended by more than one source, and appear to make good practical sense.

Document Overview
In Chapter Two, we describe the range of programs that have been
categorized as internships and the objectives such programs can have,
and discuss case study examples of different kinds of internships. We
then evaluate DoD's current use of internships in relation to the
range of what is available. In Chapter Three, we identify the effective
practices for intern programs that we found in the literature.
In Chapter Four, we look in more detail at the four basic types
of intern programs: pre-employment programs (summer and parttime internships, and co-ops) and ECPD programs. We also consider
how programs are organized differently in the public and private sec-
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tors and how organizational structure influences the identification
and implementation of program objectives. We then discuss the types
of programs that appear to be most appropriate for meeting DoD
goals. Chapter Five offers our conclusions and policy recommendations for DoD.

CHAPTER TWO

Types of Intern Programs

One issue we explored is the extent to which DoD is making full and
effective use of existing internship options. In this chapter, we describe the range of intern programs in the public and private sectors,
focusing particularly on the objectives of these programs. Case study
examples, from within and outside DoD, are also provided.
We then turn our attention more fully to DoD programs. We
describe DoD's experience in view of the range of available options
and identify lessons for DoD.

Kinds of Internships
The term internship has a variety of meanings depending on the context. Figure 2.1 shows the distinctions we make among various types
of programs that can collectively be called intern programs.
Figure 2.1
Different Types of Intern Programs
Prior to Full-Time
Permanent Employment

During Full-Time Permanent
Employment

Pre-employment intern programs

Early career professional development
(ECPD) programs

• Co-op programs
• Part-time internships
• Summer internships
RANDMG7iS-2.I
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The first distinction we make is between programs involving
full-time, permanent employees of an organization and those involving individuals who are not yet full-time permanent employees. We
use the term early career professional development (ECPD) to refer to
programs for full-time permanent employees. We use the term preemployment internship to describe programs targeting people who are
not yet full-time permanent employees of an organization. Preemployment programs, sometimes referred to as experiential education
programs, typically target students who are currently enrolled in formal education programs. Within the category of pre-employment
internships, we further distinguish among summer internships, parttime internships, and co-op programs.
We next describe each kind of internship in more detail and
provide case study examples to illustrate different options.
Pre-Employment Internships

Summer and part-time internships share many features. Both are
typically of limited duration, often lasting just for the summer break
or a single semester. Summer programs are, obviously, internships
that students undertake during the summer school recess; most summer programs last between 8 and 12 weeks. Part-time internships
involve students working at their internship in their "off hours," either on days or at times of day when they do not have classes. Jobweb
(2002) defines part-time and summer internships as "a one-time
work or service experience done by a student who has attained at least
some academic preparation in a professional field. The student, who
can be an advanced undergraduate or graduate student, works in a
professional setting under the supervision of at least one practicing
professional."
Students participating in summer or part-time internships may
be paid by the organization sponsoring the internship and may receive academic credit. Wide variation exists in terms of the pay,
academic credit, and perquisites (e.g., housing or travel expenses,
benefits) associated with internships. Some sectors of industry tend to
use internships that have—or lack—certain features; for example, in-
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ternships in media are almost always unpaid, largely for union reasons, although they do give college credit.
Co-ops, a third type of pre-employment intern program, are less
common than summer and part-time internships. In a co-op program, students acquire continuous on-the-job experience over a
period of months or years while completing their schooling. Co-op
programs are traditionally for factory-oriented or technical jobs. Some
75 percent of all co-op programs nationwide involve students working on engineering degrees (Patterson, 1997). Students participating
in co-op programs are almost always paid and almost always receive
academic credit.
Co-op programs bear a close resemblance to part-time intern
programs but are usually more formal. Co-op students either alternate semesters between the internship and coursework (the classic
co-op) or do both simultaneously. Unlike part-time internships,
co-op programs require that the university the student attends be
formally involved. Typically, the student, university, and place of
employment collaborate to articulate the nature of the work experience and design some formal assessment process to ensure that the
student is making progress and learning on the job.
Participation in Pre-Employment Internships

Pre-employment internships are very popular among college students.
Nearly a third of college graduates participate in some form of preemployment internship either while in school or immediately after.
Although much of the information on internships and program participation is anecdotal, the Baccalaureate and Beyond Survey, conducted by the National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES),
provides information on educational and work experiences, including
the internship experiences of 11,000 college graduates who completed
their baccalaureate degree in the 1992-93 school year. These students
and their parents were interviewed in 1993; follow-up interviews with
the students were conducted in 1994 and 1997. The 1993 data reveal
that 28 percent of the students had a pre-employment internship
during the 1992-93 school year or the previous summer. In addition
to this 28 percent who reported holding an internship while enrolled
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in school, 14 percent of the students surveyed in 1997 reported
having held an internship after graduation from college.' Of these,
14 percent were in co-op programs and 86 percent were summer or
part-time interns.
We found that participating students came from a variety of
academic majors. Most likely to participate were students majoring in
architecture, ethnic studies, journalism, communications, computer
programming and information science (IS), chemical engineering,^
physical education, public health, paralegal studies, military science,
environmental studies, leisure studies, physical sciences, social work,
political science, sociology, and international relations.
Objectives of Pre-Employment Intern Programs

While pre-employment programs can supply firms with multiple
benefits, their primary use is as a recruiting and screening tool.
Crumbley and Sumners (1998) note that internships are a recruiting
tool first, and that secondary benefits include enhanced selecdon and
screening of potential candidates, development of positive relationships with local universities, and an improved image of the profession
associated with the company. While corporate rhetoric may play up
the social value of internships, at bottom, "employers recognize the
value of experiential education programs in terms of recruitment and
retention" (Gold, 2001). This view of internships may be a fairly recent (a decade or so old) development. "It used to be that an internship was just a summer job program. Now, more companies are seeing it as a way to develop potential hires" (Watson, 1995).
Pre-employment internships allow companies to learn about the
qualities and "fit" of potential hires. Seventy percent of employers use
internships to "test drive" job candidates (Gold, 2001). Intern pro' These internships might have occurred while the individual was enrolled in a graduate program.
^ Interestingly, electrical and mechanical engineering students are about as likely to participate in pre-employment internship programs as the average student is, whereas students in
civil engineering and other engineering majors are less likely.
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grams enable an organization to develop a hiring pool with experience
specific to the organization and provide the organization with new
blood and fresh ideas.
Conversion rates are sometimes used as measures of the success
of intern programs (Scott Resource Group, 1999). Cunningham
(2002) suggests that a successful experiential education program will
convert at least 50 percent of its graduating interns to full-time, permanent employees. Classic co-ops tend to have extremely high conversion rates to full-time, permanent employment, while part-time
internships have a broader range of conversion rates. One study
(Nagle and Collins, 1999) found that the "conversion rate" was
55.1 percent for co-ops, 52.5 percent for part-time interns, and only
20.1 percent for summer employees. Another study (Gold, 2001)
found that "co-op employers reported making permanent employment offers to an average 65 percent of co-ops, with a 67.2 percent
acceptance rate. Employers made offers to 56.9 percent of interns,
62.4 percent of which were accepted. An average of 57.5 percent of
summer hires were offered jobs, and 62.9 percent accepted them."
Public- and private-sector organizations often have different
practices with regard to hiring interns. Figure 2.2 shows results from
a survey of firms offering experiential education programs (i.e., preemployment intern programs) at the University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, in 2001. As is evident, there is an important difference
between sectors in the emphasis they place on summer internships
versus part-time intern and co-op programs as a source of new hires.
Whereas the public (nonprofit and government) sector hires more
co-op and part-time students than summer interns, the reverse is true
in the private sector (service and manufacturing industries). Another
study (Brooks and Greene, 1998) found that in their sample of firms,
for-profit companies offered an average of 55 percent of their summer
interns permanent positions, compared to only 5 percent for not-forprofit companies. This suggests that not-for-profits and government
organizations may be lagging the for-profit, private sector in the effective use of summer internships as a recruiting tool.
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Figure 2.2
Recruitment from Experiential Education Programs Offered at
the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 2001
40
■ Summer internships
D Co-ops and parttime internships

30 -

Government/
nonprofit sector

Service industry

Manufacturing
industry

Sector/industry offering programs
BAND MG1S8-2.2

Organizations that have formal, structured ECPD programs
view pre-employment intern programs as complements to those programs. Indeed, it appears that organizations with highly structured
ECPD (in other words, those making a high level of investment in
new employees) place a stronger emphasis on the importance of preemployment internships as a recruiting and screening tool. For example, Ford Motor Company runs a centralized summer intern program
that brings nearly all interns to the Detroit area. Interns are evaluated
against a common set of metrics, and the most highly ranked interns
receive job offers for positions in the Ford College Graduate (FCG)
program at the end of the summer. Ford would like all FCG program
hires to come from the ranks of summer interns. Similarly, the Cigna
Website notes that most entry-level hires are former interns.
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Case Study Example: Hewlett-Packard

Hewlett-Packard (HP) uses a variety of internship options.^ In fact,
any full-time student who works for HP is considered to be "an intern." HP's internship programs have two goals: to identify and bring
high-quality talent into the company, and to provide anticipatory
training to prospective new hires.
HP's main focus is its summer program, but the company also
has part-time internship and co-op positions available, in much
smaller numbers. The summer program is spread out through all of
HP's geographic regions; HP has upward of 300 summer interns at
its corporate headquarters and averages cohorts of 20 to 50 elsewhere
(with cohorts of as few as one intern at its smallest locations).
HP also has a small number of part-time interns, who are
brought in through the initiative of operational managers, and a small
number of co-op students, who come from HP's relationships with
universities. Neither of these programs receives the same level of corporate attention or support that the summer program does, but both
provide additional flexibility and keep invested parties happy.
Case Study Example: Defense Finance and Accounting Service

Unlike many other DoD agencies, DFAS uses the term intern program to refer to a structured summer program for students. DFAS's
summer intern program was developed by its accounting line of business, one of several lines of business, or organizational subunits, in
DFAS. Students are hired through the SCEP hiring authority (described in more detail later). There were 32 participants in 2002, and
more than 37 were planned for 2003. In addition to the summer intern program, DFAS has a handful of co-op students in the accounting line of business.'*
The goal of the summer intern program is recruiting. DFAS
tests out the candidates to see if they are a good fit, and the students
^ For more information about Hewlett-Packard and other organizations referenced in the
case studies, see Appendix A.
Co-op students are also hired through SCEP.
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also test out DFAS. DFAS managers believe it is crucial to provide
students with a good experience so that they will want to work for the
organization. Students are paired with seasoned accountants who
have been carefully selected to serve as supervisors and mentors to the
interns. In selecting these individuals, DFAS managers look for positive, upbeat people, the "superstars" who have not yet been promoted
to supervisors. DFAS managers can benefit from the program in that
interns can help free up managers' time for development activities.
However, because the managers of the accounting line of business
believe the intern program benefits the organization as a whole, it can
be difficult to convince them to invest time and money in interns
who leave at the end of the summer.
The intern program consists of 70 percent on-the-job training,
20 percent group projects, and 10 percent topical briefings and networking. Often interns are used as internal consultants; their group
project will address some concern facing the business lines. The
briefings are considered a marketing tool, to explain why DFAS is
important; they also help build networks among the students. Social
networks and group events are important parts of the intern program
and a big reason for its appeal for students.
Early Career Professional Development Programs

The other form of internship we discuss is the ECPD program,
which, broadly speaking, is a structured professional development
program designed for new hires. The purpose of ECPD programs is
to provide organization-specific training to new employees to improve their ability to do their jobs and/or to groom them for advancement to higher-level positions. The programs we looked at, in
both DoD and the private sector, last between 18 and 36 months,
after which time the employee is no longer part of the ECPD program. In DoD, agencies often describe those who have completed the
ECPD program as "graduates" who have "transitioned to full performance positions." In contrast to pre-employment interns, ECPD
interns are permanent employees, receiving the salary and benefits
associated with the position they were hired into.
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ECPD programs are common in the public sector, especially in
DoD. Participants in DoD ECPD programs are hired through competitive civil service processes' into an entry-level position (usually
GS-5, 7, or 9) and are noncompetitively promoted to a higher "target" grade level as they successfully complete the program requirements. The job posting for positions in such programs lists both the
entry-level grade and the target, or "full-performance" grade level.
DoD ECPD programs exist in organizations and functional areas
having a well-defined career ladder, and the career ladder provides the
structure around which the ECPD program is shaped. However,
entry-level positions in a particular career ladder are not all part of an
ECPD program.^
In the private sector, some companies, such as Ford Motor
Company and Cigna,^ strongly emphasize ECPD for entry-level professional positions, and involve most, if not all, new employees in
structured ECPD programs. Many other companies emphasize the
importance of training and development but do not offer broad,
structured ECPD programs.
It should be noted that although DoD, and federal government
agencies more generally, calls ECPD programs "internships," this is
not common practice in the private sector. In fact, we did not find
any private-sector organizations that called ECPD programs internships. For our purposes, however, we refer to all ECPD programs,
whether run by public or private organizations, as internships.
° Allowable hiring authorities are discussed in greater detail later. In addition to the standard
competitive rating and ranking process, special hiring authorities such as the Federal Career
Intern Authority, Outstanding Scholars Program, and Veteran's Readjustment Authority,
and direct conversion from SCEP may be available, depending on the position and the individual applying for it.
" Similarly, services and agencies differ as to whether all positions in a particular functional
area are part of a functional career ladder. In the Army, there are 22 career fields, or programs, which cover 86,000 out of 220,000 civilian employees. If a job is in a numbered series covered by a career program, then the individual holding that job is part of that career
program. However, in the Air Force, participation in career programs is voluntary, and only
a fraction of positions in a particular career field are officially part of a career program.
See http://www.cigna.com/general/working/development/current_programs.html.
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Objectives of ECPD Intern Programs

Like pre-employment internships, ECPD internships seek to bring
desirable employees into the organization. However, the goal of
ECPD programs is typically not just to bring people into the organization, but also to train new employees for more-advanced positions.
For example, DoD ECPD programs have the explicit goal of grooming new hires for more-advanced positions in the service or agency
sponsoring the ECPD program. DoD interns are permanent employees; they are typically college graduates. They receive the standard
salary and benefits associated with the grade level they are hired into.
Many of the ECPD programs in DoD exist because of a belief
that it is difficult to hire people with the skills required for the journeyman-, or full-performance, level positions (usually GS-11 or GS13). With these programs, people can be recruited into DoD at an
entry level and provided with the on-the-job training needed to perform journeyman-level functions. In this sense, then, these programs
relate to recruiting. However, we observed no explicit attempt to use
ECPD programs in recruiting to portray a DoD organization as a
forward-looking employer committed to employee development.
The private sector also uses ECPD programs to train employees
for advancement. As mentioned above, companies such as Ford Motor Company and Cigna emphasize participation in ECPD programs.
However, many companies provide professional advancement opportunities and training without the use of formal ECPD programs. For
example, on their company Websites, PepsiCo and NorthropGrumman describe a wide variety of professional development opportunities that are "available" to employees.** HP adopts an even more
decentralized approach: "We invest heavily in the development of all
our employees, but believe that everyone should drive their own development path. For this reason, we will encourage you to build an
individual development plan to help identify your training needs and
^ See, respectively, http://www.pepsicocareercenter.com and http://www.northropgrumman.
coiTi/careers/carecrs_main.html.
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ensure they are met during an agreed-upon timeframe."' Structured
ECPD programs are sometimes offered by one or more lines of business but not companywide, as is the case at General Motors and
Honeywell.'" DuPont offers ECPD programs in three of seven career
fields."
Case Study Examples: Army Career Intern Program and
Ford Motor Company

In both DoD and the private sector, we observed examples of highly
structured ECPD programs for entry-level professional hires. In each
case, the program's goal was to provide broad training to start new
hires on a path to leadership positions within the organization. The
Army Career Intern program is an example of such a program within
DoD. This program originated in 1974 and grew in size until the
mid-1980s. In 1985, 1,627 graduates of the program were placed in
journeyman-level positions. Army analysts have tracked the careers of
the interns and of the pool of individuals hired directly into comparable journeyman-level positions without taking part in the ECPD
program. Of the total number of individuals hired into these positions, the proportion of Army Career Intern program interns has
varied from a low of 19 percent in 1996 to a high of 61 percent in
1990. And between 1983 and 1993, the proportion was consistently
above 50 percent.
Over time, retention rates have been higher among program
graduates than among nongraduates, but how much higher depends
dramatically on the cohort considered and the number of years for
which retention is compared. For example, a comparison of the cohorts of graduates and the cohorts of nongraduates appointed to
journeyman-level positions in FY 1986 shows that career retention
rates for the former were 5, 13, and 23 percentage points higher con^ See ht:p://www.jobs.hp.com/content/training/training.asp?Lang=ENen&area=US.
'" See, respectively,http;//www.gm.com/company/careers/career_site.html and http://www.
honeywell.com/careers/page3_2_4.html.
'' See http://www.dupont.com/dupontglobal/corp/careers/working_development.html.
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sidered after 1, 5, and 10 years, respectively. For the FY 1983 cohorts,
however, the rates ft)r the graduates were 0, 8, and 11 percentage
points higher.
The Ford Motor Company provides an example of an ECPD
program within the private sector. As described on the company's
recruiting Website,'2 the program promises new employees mentorship, networking opportunities, and developmental assignments "that
reflect your interests and the company's needs." The FCG program
has a long history. The recruiting Website states: "In 1951, Henry
Ford II launched the Ford Graduate Training Program to develop
company leaders. Today, our Ford College Graduate program is a
proven program that provides broad experience and training at the
outset of your career."
Ford Motor Company makes a strong commitment to the professional development of entry-level hires into salaried positions.'^
From interviews with Ford personnel, we learned that about 30 percent of Ford's salaried hires come in at the entry level. Nearly all such
hires are recent college graduates who are brought into the FCG program. Ford hires people as co-op students, interns, and entry-level
hires (FCG program), and at mid-career and senior levels ("experienced professionals"). In 2002, due to economic conditions Ford
hired only 1,600 salaried people. In a typical year. Ford hires 5,800 to
8,000.
The Ford program is similar to formal DoD ECPD programs.
As described on Ford's recruiting Website, the company is divided
into eight operational units, each with its own development program.
The specifics of the FCG program are determined by the operational
units, which design rotational assignments within the operational
unit and then place participants in permanent positions. In general,
however, participants in the FCG program must be "mobile"—that
'^ See http://www.mycareer.ford.com/CareerPrograms.asp.
'3 This discussion applies only to salaried positions. Hiring and training for hourly employees are decentralized to the plant level, and hourly employees do not participate in this
ECPD program.
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is, willing to go where the job opportunities are—or they will not stay
with the company.
In most of the operational units, the program is for two years,
although there is some variation across and even within units. For
example, in manufacturing, the career development program can last
up to five years in some specialties. These developmental programs
include rotational assignments and skill development opportunities
for new hires. Some (such as information technology [IT]) include
cross-functional assignments in other operational units. There is a
seven-week, hands-on "New Hire Orientation" for IT staff All of the
operational units assign mentors to program participants to guide
them in selecting professional development assignments.
Retention of employees during the course of the FCG program
is 90 to 95 percent. At this point. Ford does not track long-term retention of program participants, though there are plans to do so. In
addition. Ford plans to track the time it takes participants to progress
to entry-level management.

DoD and the Range of Internship Programs
Having examined different kinds of internship programs, including
examples from DoD, we can now take a closer look at the extent to
which DoD makes use of the range of programs offered.
Before we begin, we want to note that DoD often uses its own
terminology to describe various kinds of internship opportunities. For
example, until recently DoD used the term co-op to refer to the kinds
of ongoing cooperative programs described earlier in the chapter as
well as to participants in part-time pre-employment programs.
Though no longer used officially to refer to any particular appointment, co-op continues to be used informally. In DoD, participants in
summer programs, co-op programs, and other internships are usually
referred to formally as student trainees.
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ECPD Programs Are Far More Common Than Any Other Kind
of Internship

ECPD programs are by far the most common kind of internship used
in DoD, and they are the only kind of programs whose participants
are regularly referred to as interns.
Most DoD ECPD program managers we spoke with reported
that the local managers' demands for ECPD positions exceeded either
the availability of these positions or the resources an organization had
to support the positions. Some of this excess demand may be due to
the fact that ECPD programs tend to be centrally funded, which
means there is no direct personnel cost to the local unit. In other
words, demand is high because the price of these participants is artificially low. However, this phenomenon does not account for all of the
excess demand. We observed several organizations in which locally
funded ECPD programs existed as a supplement to centrally funded
programs. For example, the Army Career Intern program now has an
end-strength of 1,000 work-years. Local managers are able to develop
local intern programs for these entry-level positions as well. Currently, there are only about 100 locally funded ECPD participants; in
the mid-1980s, however, that number was as high as 3,800.
Because most ECPD program participants are hired into DoD
as permanent, career-conditional employees, there is no way to identify ECPD program participants in the DoD-wide civilian personnel
files maintained by DoD. However, individual DoD agencies often
retain information on who has participated in such programs m
agency-level personnel data systems. Based on what is available from
those agencies that track such information, we know that participation was high through the mid-1980s, declined dramatically in the
late 1980s and early 1990s, and has been increasing in recent years.
Pre-Employment Internships Exist in DoD but Are Not Common

Although DoD runs pre-employment intern programs of the three
types we have discussed, structured, centralized summer intern programs like those found in the corporate world are relatively rare in
DoD. Indeed, Oldman and Hamadeh's Internship Bible (2002),
which lists hundreds of pre-employment internship opportunities.
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contained only one reference to a DoD pre-employment intern program: a program for law students sponsored by the Office of the
General Counsel.
More common are various types of decentralized internships
sponsored and coordinated by local managers, although these tend to
be less visible than the highly structured and centralized ECPD programs. DoD's pre-employment internships are not explicitly linked to
ECPD programs or to general agency hiring goals, nor do these programs receive high-level visibility. The use of co-op programs primarily focuses on engineering and computer science students, as is the
case in the private sector.
Because ECPD program participants are hired into permanent
career-conditional positions through a variety of hiring authorities, it
is not possible to obtain centralized information on the number of
ECPD program participants. Managers of the various programs do
track the number of participants from year to year, however (detailed
information about specific programs is in Appendix A). We found
that the size of ECPD programs that have existed for 10 years or
more peaked in the mid- to late 1980s and then declined until the
late 1990s, when interest in such programs started to increase again.
In addition, several agencies recently created or are creating new
ECPD programs to meet anticipated personnel needs.
As indicated by Figure 2.3, the number of pre-employment interns (identified in the data as student trainees) in DoD has increased
since FY 1998, although the numbers are still rather small (just over
3,076 in 2002). The number of student trainees is less than 5 percent
of the total number of new hires in DoD and an even smaller percentage of the number of accessions (which includes transfers and returns to duty).'^ A vast majority of these student trainees are GS-3
through GS-5.
In FY 2001, there were 96,060 DoD accessions, of which 70,168 were new hires. This is
up from FY 2000, when there were 94,329 accessions and 68,511 new hires. See U.S. Office
of Personnel Management, Federal CiviUan Workforce Statistics Employment and Trends,
January 1999 to January 2000 (http://www.opm.gov/feddata/html/empt.asp).
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Figure 2.3
Number of DoD Student Trainees, by Fiscal Year
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DoD Uses Two Federal Programs for Hiring Student Employees

In the federal government, pre-employment interns of all types are
hired through one of two programs within the Student Educational
Employment Program (SEEP). The Student Temporary Employment Program (STEP) is an option for agencies that want to hire students on a part-time or short-term basis to get work done. The Student Career Experience Program (SCEP) is oriented more toward
training and development and is designed to groom students for
permanent positions. Eligibility in the latter program is limited to
students enrolled at least half time in an educational program, but
this is fairly generously defined and includes everything from people
pursuing a GED (general equivalency diploma) to Ph.D. candidates.
The main difference between STEP and SCEP is that STEP allows agencies to hire students into any job that needs to be done.
Agencies hiring through SCEP must provide work experience related
to the student's educational program and career goals. SCEP requires
that the agency, student, and school agree in writing about the nature
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of work assignments, the schedule of work assignments and class attendance, evaluation procedures, and requirements for continuation
and successful completion.
Additional information about the organization of these two programs is in Chapter Four.
Number of Pre-Employment Interns Varies According
to Occupational Area and Service

DoD pre-employment interns (student trainees) can be found in
many different occupational areas, but a large proportion are in the
scientific, technical, and business areas. As Figure 2.4 shows, 39 percent of trainees are classified in the engineering and architecture field,
with an additional 15 percent in general or mathematical science.
Business and industry and accounting claim another 14 percent of
student trainees, and 16 percent are in administration and office support. (It is likely that many of the student trainees in this last category
Figure 2.4
Occupational Areas of DoD Student Trainees, FY 2002
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are participating in STEP rather than the more career-oriented
SCEP.)
Figure 2.5 shows the breakdown of DoD pre-employment interns (again, student trainees) by service and agency. As can be seen,
the Army employs nearly half of all DoD student trainees; the Navy
employs 30 percent; the Air Force, 15 percent. Between FY 1997 and
FY 2002, the number of trainees increased by 150 percent in the Air
Force, 81 percent in the Army, and 20 percent in the Navy. Within
the Army, the largest employer by far is the Army Corps of Engineers;
in the Air Force, the largest employer is the Air Force Materiel
Command (AFMC).
Among other DoD agencies, the Defense Information Systems
Agency (DISA), DFAS, the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), and
DCMA are the largest employers of student trainees. DFAS and
DCMA in particular have increased their numbers of trainees in recent years.
Figure 2.5
Number of DoD Student Trainees, by Service and Agency, FY 2002
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Between December 1998 and January 2002, the new DoD
hires'5 were distributed as follows across the major departments:
Army, 33 percent; Navy, 22 percent; Air Force, 33 percent; DLA,
2 percent; and other DoD, 12 percent.^''Thus, it appears that relative
to the number of new hires, the Army and Navy have more student
trainees and the Air Force has fewer.
This review of DoD's use of internships suggests that the range
of available options is wide and includes programs that can be used to
hire pre-employment interns.

Lessons for DoD
DoD's use of internships tends to be quite different from that of private corporations. Whereas DoD uses more ECPD programs than the
private sector does, private corporations favor summer intern programs—a type of pre-employment internship rarely used in DoD. Is
there anything DoD can learn from the private sector's use of preemployment internships?
Compared to the other two types of pre-employment intern
programs—part-time internships and co-op programs—summer internships offer three distinct advantages. First, they give corporations
access to the broadest pool of candidates. Unlike part-time interns,
who need to work somewhere near their school, and co-op participants, who must attend a school that supports co-op experiences, almost any student at any school is a potential candidate for a summer
internship. Summer internships also fit in well with the traditional
academic schedule, and most students are willing to relocate for a
paid (and sometimes even for an unpaid) summer internship. Second,
summer internships allow students to explore a variety of career options in that students can choose to be a summer intern at different
'^ This look at new hires excludes transfers and returns to duty.
"^ Calculations are based on U.S. Office of Personnel Management, Federal Civilian
Workforce Statistics Employment and Trends, January 1999 to January 2002 {http://www.
opm.gov/feddata/html/empt.asp).
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organizations in different summers. Co-op and part-time internships,
in contrast, require a student to make a greater level of commitment
to an organization. Third, summer internships are usually open to
students in a wide range of disciplines, whereas co-op programs tend
to focus in the science and engineering areas.
One key advantage of a centralized summer intern program is
that it allows managers to compare and rank intern program participants and make hiring decisions accordingly. The screening role is a
crucial one for most pre-employment intern programs. It is just as
valuable to learn that someone is not a good fit (and to avoid hiring
him or her) as it is to learn that someone is a good fit (and to hire
that person). Although some organizations had the goal of acquiring
all new hires from their pool of interns, not one of them had the goal
of hiring all its pre-employment interns. The screening role is thus
critical for selecting employees with the greatest potential.
The many benefits of pre-employment internships found in the
private sector may suggest that DoD should consider expanding its
use of these programs. To evaluate its options fully, however, DoD
needs to consider whether a change in its mix of programs would be
appropriate for its specific recruiting objectives and organizational
culture.
In addressing this issue, it is important to consider the practices
successful organizations use for intern programs, as well as the organizational options they use to structure such programs—both of which
are important in determining the success of the programs in serving
larger recruiting goals. We explore these issues in the following two
chapters. Chapter Three looks at practices that successful organizations use for internships and considers the extent to which DoD
might consider adopting or expanding its use of such practices. Chapter Four takes a detailed look at how the structure of intern programs
can influence the programs' abilities to meet their recruiting goals.

CHAPTER THREE

Characteristics of Successful Intern Programs

There is an extensive body of literature on guidelines, or best practices, for pre-employment internships, but there is no similar body
of literature for ECPD programs. In this chapter, we identify those
features of successful pre-employment internships that have been emphasized in the literature. We then discuss how some of these practices apply to ECPD programs and consider the implications for
DoD more broadly.
If the primary purpose of intern programs is to screen and recruit individuals for permanent positions, then, to be successful, such
programs need to attract desirable student candidates and generate
interest in the organization during the internships. What qualities or
skills constitute "desirable" will vary from organization to organization. Once students become interns, however, it is important to manage them effectively, both to their benefit and to that of the organization. Such considerations are also important for ECPD programs,
with an additional consideration—that of ensuring that program participants progress appropriately in moving into more-advanced positions.

Characteristics of Successful Pre-Employment Internships
A theme running through all the information on successful preemployment intern programs is to do them well or not at all. These
programs can be costly to run, not only in terms of explicit dollar
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amounts, but also in terms of the management attention required to
mentor and evaluate program participants. A program that is not well
run can create a negative reputation for the employer—a reputation
that can go beyond the individual who had a bad intern experience. If
the programs are well managed—in other words, if their success relative to articulated organizational goals is monitored, program changes
are made as needed, and a close link to permanent hiring is maintained—the payoff can be high. But if the programs are not integrated with permanent hiring and are viewed primarily as temporary
employment programs or a way to get work done while regular employees are on vacation, then the potential benefits are much lower.
The characteristics of successful pre-employment internships can
be effectively discussed in terms of recruitment and selection of participants, and management of interns during the program.
Recruitment and Selection of Participants

As noted in the introduction to this chapter, successful intern programs need to attract desirable students and generate interest in the
job during the students' internships. The literature provides several
guidelines for recruiting and selecting participants for internships.
Carefully consider the organization's needs to ensure that potential candidates are a good fit. The existing literature on preemployment internships encourages careful selection of interns: "Students you hire for intern and co-op opportunities should be as carefully chosen as permanent employees" (Patterson, 1997). Careful
selection in accordance with the organization's goals is important for
two reasons in particular. First, if an organization's goal is to recruit
permanent employees, it does not want an intern it would not consider for a permanent position. Second, because even an unpaid mternship is expensive in terms of employee time, resources, and support, it makes no sense to waste an internship on an unworthy
person.
To attract desirable students, know what students are looking
for. In a recent survey of graduating seniors (Scott Resource Group,
1999), students ranked their reasons for choosing the preemployment internships they had participated in. Ranked first was
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"job content," followed by "will look impressive on my resume,"
"relevance to my degree," and "to learn about the field and or company." Effective intern programs benefit both the participants and the
organizations they serve. While organizations need to understand
their own goals for using an intern program, they also need to know
what potential participants expect to gain.
Identify ways to gain access to potential participants. Students
typically learn about potential internships in a variety of ways. The
Scott Resource Group study (1999) found that students like to read
about programs on the Web, but also like to attend a campus presentation or job fair booth, where they can ask questions and talk to a
"real person." These student preferences suggest the importance of
providing both information that students can access freely at their
convenience (e.g., through a Website) and opportunities for one-toone contact between students and the organization. Students are interested in learning about particular job or career areas. Increasingly,
students expect to know what they will be working on before they
sign on.
To obtain good candidates, firms employ various recruiting
methods. According to Brooks and Greene (1998), for-profit companies rank career fairs and on-campus recruiting as their most effective
recruitment methods. The same study shows that nonprofits (including government) report "listing with career service" and listing in
"national internship guides" as their top two approaches. In light of
the student preferences for one-on-one contact discussed above, the
methods preferred by the surveyed nonprofits may not be optimal.
Government agencies may need to consider another route to attracting students to internships: supplementing their Web-based and
other job postings with campus recruiting or similar avenues that
offer an opportunity for direct contact.
Ml the firms and DoD agencies we spoke with use some form of
Web-based application process. Recruiters encourage potential candidates to fill out a Web application. HP's system, which uses Recruitsoft software, is particularly innovative. It allows the recruiter who
spoke with and encouraged a candidate to apply to attach an evaluation of that candidate to his or her Web application. This evaluation
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can be seen on HP's intranet, thus serving as an aid to those who
make the hiring decisions.
Management of Interns During the Program

Once interns have been successfully recruited, it is critically important that their internships are managed effectively so that the program's goals will be met. In our review of the literature, we found
numerous proffered best practices for managing pre-employment intern programs (sources include Gold, 2002; Scott Resource Group,
1999; and Cunningham, 2002). We have grouped these practices
under five guidelines, as follows:
Select good mentors and job assignments. Supervision, mentorship, and the match between individual and task were all mentioned
repeatedly. Good mentorship is advocated as the best way to guide a
student's development. Work in the literature on best practices suggests that supervision and mentorship of interns is key (Patterson,
1997) and that careful selection and training of supervisors and mentors is imperative (Cunningham, 2002).
Mentorship has several benefits from a corporate perspective.
First, interns who have a positive experience are more likely to be interested in a permanent position. Second, engaged mentors and supervisors are more likely to have the ability to make an effective assessment of the intern. Third, interns who have a positive experience
are likely to view the firm and the profession positively and to report
that positive reputation back to their university, both formally and
informally. Finally, a good internship experience is more likely to be a
productive internship experience, in terms of getting work done.
One author (Watson, 1995) notes that there is a difference between supervision and mentorship, and some benefits might accrue
from dividing these roles among different persons: "Another unique
aspect of Union Carbide's program is a clear, almost church-and-state
demarcation between mentoring and supervision." There are several
reasons for doing this: "Like most employees, interns will more
openly discuss concerns with someone who is not a supervisor. Some
supervisors, on the other hand, may shy away from certain mentoring
responsibilities because they fear breaching managerial protocol."
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Provide students with interesting work. Providing students
with meaningful work experiences, giving students one or more real
projects to complete, and providing students with experience in numerous aspects of the company's activities—all of these receive attention in lists of best practices. Interns do nor want to do only "busywork"; they want to feel that they are contributing and getting a real
sense of what goes on in the company and what it is like to work
there.
Provide benefits. Even an unpaid internship can be appealing if
there are tangible benefits. Assistance with relocation or housing,
transportation, etc., can contribute to a positive internship experience. Social events, such as an orientation or organized outings or
gatherings, can also embellish an internship.
Administer tlie program carefully. We found numerous pieces
of administrative advice for successful internships. Pre-employment
intern programs are encouraged to maintain support from the highest
levels in the company (e.g., the CEO) and to regularly engage and
communicate with individuals within the organization who have an
interest in or provide resources to support the program. Ongoing engagement with these interested parties is important for ensuring that
program awareness is high, program objectives are being met, and
areas for improvement are identified. Program administrators should
be encouraged to respond to problems quickly; if a poor match of
personalities or a difference in expectations is identified and addressed
early, the intern may still have a positive experience.
Since reputation is paramount, it is important to ensure that
even interns who will not receive offers of permanent employment
have a positive experience. Several sources suggest that programs provide an intern handbook or Website of information so that interns
can consult resources without having to turn to a supervisor or mentor, thus increasing their feelings of self-reliance and empowerment.
Be recruitment-minded throughout the program. If the main
goal of a pre-employment intern program is recruitment, then programs should be run in a recruitment-minded way. In some respects,
this guideline incorporates all the characteristics discussed in this
chapter. Being recruitment-minded starts with careful selection of
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candidates and extends to thoughtful monitoring and evaluation of
each student's progress as an intern. Then, at the end of the internship, it should be reasonably clear whether the student will make a
good employee.
Organizations can take the internship as an opportunity to inform students of the benefits of working for them. One DFAS manager mentioned that DFAS emphasizes the 40-hour workweek, as
opposed to the workweeks of 60+ hours typical at major accounting
firms. This is similar to the Internal Revenue Service's emphasis on
"time for fun, friends and family" on its recruiting Website.' Benefits
and job security are other key selling points.
An organization's chances of hiring an intern are maximized if it
offers permanent employment in a timely fashion relative to the end
of the intern's participation in the program. Some programs make
employment offers even before the internship is officially over.
Case Study Example: Ford Motor Company

Ford Motor Company devotes substantial attention to its summer
intern program, following many of the practices mentioned above
and reaping the benefits in terms of solid conversion rates of employees to new hires. The summer intern program at Ford is clearly and
explicitly a means of screening and hiring entry-level employees who
will then participate in Ford's ECPD program. Summer interns are
carefully screened, going through an application and interview process that closely mirrors the one Ford uses for permanent employees.
Nearly all interns come to work during the summer and work in the
Ford headquarters office in Dearborn, Michigan. Over the course of
the summer, interns are rated by their managers on a common set of
metrics related to leadership potential. By the end of the summer,
each operational unit has determined its hiring requirements for the
following year and is able to make offers of permanent employment
to some number of the most highly ranked summer interns before
they return to school.
' Sec http://www.job,s.irs.gov.
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Approximately 80 percent of Ford's summer interns get an employment offer, and, of those, about 75 percent accept. Program
managers would like to know why those candidates who decline
Ford's offers do so, but they find it difficult to get useful responses
from them. Most will not tell where they are going; others provide a
general response, such as, "I accepted another job because it offered
more opportunity." What a manager really wants to know is why it
seemed like a better opportunity.
In addition to summer interns. Ford has about 100 to 200
co-op participants. Currently, the co-op programs are not centrally
aligned and are driven primarily by local managers. Ford looks at
co-op positions, which are more like real jobs than internships are, as
an opportunity to evaluate a person's fit for a permanent position
while getting real work done. Ford is considering whether a greater
degree of central alignment would be beneficial for the co-op program.
Ford does not gather as much data on co-op participants as it
does on interns, but it estimates that 65 to 70 percent of co-op participants receive a permanent job offer and that their acceptance rate
is higher than that of interns.
Case Study Example: CIA

The CIA offers several pre-employment intern programs. Unlike
some organizations, the CIA does not make a clear distinction between summer interns, part-time interns, and co-op participants.
Each type of intern makes the same level of commitment to the
agency and thus goes through a similar selection process.
The CIA takes the selection process very seriously. Student employees go through a screening process equally as rigorous as the one
permanent employees go through. Just like regular employees, they
are subjected to health screening, background checks, polygraph tests,
etc. This process is very time-consuming and costly, which is why the
CIA makes the up-front investment in rigorous initial screening.
The CIA also sponsors traditional programs that include the full
range of pre-employment internships. The agency does not distinguish among the different types of pre-employment interns in track-
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ing such information as hiring rates and conversion rates, however.
To the agency, they are all student employees, and the different programs just help the agency attract a vi^ider pool of students.
The CIA's Student Trainee, or co-op, program allows students
to alternate school and work and is only for students enrolled in
schools that support co-op programs. Otherwise, it is the same as the
CIA's Internship Program, which requires participants to commit upfront to two tours with the CIA. Each tour lasts 90 days (three
months), although the CIA has been somewhat flexible about tour
length. Both tours can be in the summer, or students can do one tour
in the summer and one during the school year (perhaps delaying their
graduation). The CIA requires students to commit for such a long
period because it wants to make its up-front investment in interns'
in-depth pre-employment screening worthwhile.
Two additional intern programs, both for the Directorate of
Operations (DO), were started in the past few years: the DO Undergraduate Student Intern Program and the DO Graduate Student
Intern Program. Both are six months long—either January to June or
July to December. The DO formerly did not hire pre-employment
interns, because of its requirements for screening and for longer tours.
But it has now set up its own program, with different requirements,
which is run through the recruiting center.
Responsibility for mentoring, developing the training program,
evaluating the interns, etc., is decentralized to the individual operating units within the CIA. There is no centralized mentoring guide,
although the recruiting center is considering whether to develop one,
given that it is recognized as an effective practice. A few managers in
one of the operating units, the Directorate of Intelligence, have prepared a seminar for student mentors, and other managers have found
it to be very useful.
Hiring is a key objective of the summer program, and about
85 percent of interns are hired on as permanent employees. The other
15 percent are primarily interns who decline permanent offers of employment, usually because they have decided that the CIA is not for
them and that they want to pursue other career options. Because of
the intense screening that the CIA does for student positions, it is rare
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for Students to fail in the internship and not get a permanent
offer.
Implications for ECPD Programs

There is no distinct Hterature providing guidance on the characteristics of effective ECPD programs. We were, however, able to draw
some useful observations about such characteristics from our case
studies and Internet review.
ECPD programs are not a substitute for pre-employment internships. Although several DoD components have ECPD programs
that are not linked to pre-employment intern programs, we observed
several organizations—^for instance. Ford, Cigna, the CIA, and
DFAS—whose highly structured pre-employment intern programs
serve as recruiting tools for formal ECPD programs. In these cases,
the organizations appear to use the pre-employment intern programs
as a screening tool precisely because the ECPD program is a substantial commitment on the part of the organization to the training and
development of a new hire.
Even though ECPD programs focus less than pre-employment
intern programs on recruitment because the participant is a bona fide
employee rather than a potential hire, quality mentoring and rotational assignments are nonetheless especially important parts of
ECPD programs. The objective of ECPD programs is to provide the
support and development that leads to long, successful careers with
the organization. Thus, the most successful programs are those designed with these long-term objectives in mind.
DoD ECPD programs appear to be at least as well organized
as ECPD programs in the private sector. They are generally tied to
some type of workforce planning effort or needs assessment that
projects the need for personnel in certain skilled positions in three to
five years. Analyses conducted by the Army and the Air Force suggest
that their intern programs have been successful over time in the sense
that ECPD program graduates, when compared to individuals who
were hired into local trainee positions or who were hired directly into
journeyman-level positions, have higher retention rates and are promoted more quickly into management positions.
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Of course, high retention rates for ECPD program graduates are
a useful measure of success only if those hired into the program are all
desirable as employees. Our interviews with ECPD program managers in DoD generated mixed perspectives on this issue. Some of the
program managers were still making aggressive use of the Outstanding Scholars hiring authority and attributed much of the ECPD program's success to the desirability of candidates hired under that
authority. Other program managers offered a similar perspective on
the Federal Career Intern hiring authority. Still other program mangers were restricting their use of the Outstanding Scholars authority
but claimed to be making aggressive use of the probationary period to
get rid of new ECPD program hires who were not working out.
Both DoD and private-sector organizations emphasize structured training and development and rotational assignments for
ECPD programs designed to create broad, upwardly mobile future
leaders. In private-sector organizations, these programs have an implicit mobility requirement: Candidates who want to remain employed by the organization must be willing to go where the job opportunities are. In DoD, ECPD programs typically have an explicit
mobility requirement: Participants must declare their willingness to
move. DoD ECPD program managers did, however, report that participants commonly refuse to move, and that the program rarely invokes the mobility requirement. Instead, the managers work with the
person to identify a local placement rather than lose the person or
force him or her to move.

Lessons for DoD
A common theme running through the practices offered in this chapter is the importance of keeping organizational goals in mind when
designing and administering an intern program, whether of the preemployment or the ECPD kind. A clear understanding of program
goals is especially critical in selecting participants for the programs
and in evaluating their work as interns to determine whether to make
an offer of full employment (in pre-employment programs) or to
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keep employees on track for advancement (in ECPD programs).
DoD can clearly benefit fi-om applying these ideas in its internship
programs.
A key reason why private corporations are able to benefit fiom
pre-employment intern programs is the amount of effort they put
into evaluating program participants and the fact that they offer employment to the most successful participants. Since recruiting is a
primary goal of pre-employment intern programs, companies typically use substantial care in "selling" a student on the organization
during the internship. The first, and perhaps most important, way to
do this is to get students excited about the work that goes on in the
organization and the available career opportunities. Several organizations we interviewed, including some within DoD, emphasized the
importance of three elements: ensuring that intern-program mentors
are top employees who are enthusiastic about their jobs, providing
students with an opportunity to contribute to a real project that
means something to the company, and providing students with an
opportunity to learn about the variety of things that go on in the organization.
It is essential to keep in mind, however, that there are costs entailed in running an effective intern program. Pre-employment internships require a considerable investment of time and other resources, a point clearly taken into account by organizations in
deciding whether to use such a program or in selecting the kind of
program to use. The nature of the work an organization performs appears to influence the efficiency of using pre-employment internships
as a screening tool. Both the CIA and Northrop Grumman face a
special challenge in that detailed (and costly) background checks and
security clearances are necessary for most, if not all, positions, including pre-employment internships. The fact that such detailed
screening must be done up-front reduces the value of screening that
might go on during the internship. At the CIA, this cost-benefit
calculus has led to both a requirement that pre-employment intern
candidates commit to two internship periods (approximately six
months total) and an emphasis on hiring as many pre-employment
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interns as possible. At Northrop Grumman, this calculus has led to a
preference for co-op programs over summer or part-time internships.
While it is important to monitor closely the processes through
which individuals are recruited for internships and subsequendy selected for permanent employment or career advancement, it is equally
important to ensure that programs are designed to help participants
fulfdl program objectives. Mentoring and supervision are important
for supporting these objectives.
In addition, it should be noted that in regard to many aspects of
internships, there is no one "best practice" appropriate for all organizations. For example, different recruitment methods (e.g.. Website
listings, career fairs) are effective for different candidates for different
positions. To the extent possible, it may be useful to use a variety of
methods, so as to reach different potential participants and to allow
for considerable flexibility in selecting among available approaches.
Importantly, the success of an internship program depends not
only on the practices used, but also on the way the program is structured. Issues such as who funds a program, who does the recruiting
and hiring, who evaluates interns, etc., can greatly influence whether
a program achieves its goals. Organizational options for preemployment internships and ECPD programs are the subject of the
next chapter.

CHAPTER FOUR

Organizational Options for Pre-Employment
Intern Programs and Early Career Professional
Development Programs

This chapter discusses the ways in which both pre-employment internships and ECPD programs are organized, the goal being to better
understand how program organization influences program success.
DoD can then use this information to identify and adopt as appropriate those organizational practices that are optimal for its recruiting
and training needs.
The two broad categories of intern programs—pre-employment
and ECPD—include similar sets of core activities and share a range
of organizational options. In examining both types of intern programs, we focus on six core activities: funding, recruiting, selecting
participants, mentoring participants and developing programs, evaluating programs and participants, and facilitating participant migration to permanent (pre-employment interns) or full-performance
(ECPD interns) positions. We use our case study data to provide examples of how different programs are organized. Our analysis considers the implications of various organizational options and describes
the characteristics associated with successful programs to the extent
that they have become clear to us.
In discussing the organizational options used in both public and
private organizations, we also pay special attention to the ways in
which DoD differs from other organizations because of federal civil
service hiring processes or other rules affecting DoD internships.
Organizational options necessarily include questions of centralization and decentralization. In complex organizations such as those
considered for this research, decentralization can take many forms.
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Organizations may decide to carve themselves up in different ways
and to attach different labels to their organizational levels. For simplicity, we employ a generic terminology and focus on some basic
forms of decentralization. An organization (e.g., a corporation, DoD)
may be divided into some number of subunits (e.g., corporate divisions, DoD services and agencies), and these subunits may be further
divided (and so on). We use the term operational unit to refer to a
distinct subunit of an organization, one having specific roles, responsibilities, and objectives that contribute to the goals of the organization as a whole, and which may be embedded in a hierarchy of organizational subunits. We think of operational units as the places where
the real work of the organization gets done.
In addition to having this hierarchical organizational structure
(and the rather straightforward decentralization decisions that may
flow from it), large organizations often recognize the importance of
functional or occupationally based groups or communities. For example, a large organization may have a need for accountants or contracting specialists that cuts across many of its operational units. And
it may, as a result, see a value in coordinating the hiring and the career progression of this identifiable set of individuals. We use the
x.Qm). functional community to describe these cross-cutting groups of
employees who work in related occupational areas. It is important to
recognize that members of a functional community typically will also
be associated with a particular operational unit.'

Organizational Options for Pre-Employment Intern
Programs
As noted above, in examining our pre-employment intern programs,
we focused on six core activities: funding, recruiting, selecting par' In some organizations, hierarchical organizational subunits are called functional units because they arc defined by the organizational subunits' primary function or responsibility. We
call these AWismns subunits to distinguish them from functional communities, as described in
this paragraph.
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ticipants, mentoring participants and developing programs, evaluating programs and participants, and facilitating participant migration
to permanent employment. We discuss these activities next, describing how each one is structured in different settings for preemployment intern programs.
Funding

The different ways in which programs are funded have important
implications for how managers at different levels perceive the programs and how involved managers are in different stages of the programs. The key issue concerns who provides resources such as personnel authorizations^ and dollars for intern salaries, training
program development, program management, recruiting, travel, and
training. Funding for pre-employment intern programs can be either
local or centralized in a variety of ways (e.g., organizationwide,
subunitwide, functionwide).
Within DoD, the use of co-ops and part-time internships is
generally not centralized at the service level, although the Air Force
has initiated a centrally funded service-level program for 250 student
trainee positions for FY 2003. The plan is to increase that number to
500 by FY 2007.^ More common are co-op programs initiated and
coordinated at the local level. For example, Robins Air Force Base has
developed a co-op program in conjunction with several local technical
colleges.^ However, even though our case studies allow us to understand how some internship programs are funded, there is no centralized source of information that allows us to document the variety of
such programs in DoD.
•^ DoD organizations face constraints on both the number of people they can hire and the
amount of money they can spend. To hire a new employee, an organization must have a
personnel authorization and ensure that it is funded. Authorizations allocated to individual
units are a way for DoD to ensure that total civilian end-strength does not exceed congressional limits.
^ See http://www.afmc.wpafb.a£mil/HQ-AFMC/PA/news/archive/2002/mar/HQ_Coop
students.htm.
^ See http://www.afmc.wpafb.af mil/HQ-AFMC/PA/news/archive/2001/aug/Robins_Coop
program.htm.
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Funding is sometimes split between local and more-centralized
functions. For example, funding for DCAA's pre-employment intern
program is centralized at DCAA's regional budget level. Without
shouldering any formal costs, managers of local operating units get
the chance to evaluate and train candidates, the only cost to the local
office being the time spent mentoring and training interns. At HP,
however, the cost (salary, training) of interns is borne by the local operating unit, although the cost of recruiting, along with some other
administrative aspects of the program, is borne by the company as a
whole. At Ford, organizational subunits (which are defined by function) primarily bear the costs of pre-employment intern programs.
The subunits must cover the employment cost of the individual and
assign mentor(s) to each program participant. Functional communities also cover administrative costs. Thus, operational managers do
not incur any direct costs for interns.
Recruiting

As discussed in the previous chapter, the methods used to recruit and
select interns are important to program success. Similarly, the way in
which recruitment and selection efforts are structured affects the outcomes of these processes. All of the agencies and firms included in our
case studies centralize their recruiting for pre-employment internships
to some extent; nonetheless, there are important differences in how
recruiting is organized.
One difference stems from program size and scope. At DCAA,
the small size of the program and its focus on a few functional communities make recruiting easier. DCAA regional staff have developed
relationships with the relevant personnel at local colleges and universities, and they rely on these informal relationships to find candidates
to recruit. The functional focus of the program makes it easy to let
students know exactly what their duties will be, which is attractive to
students. Larger organizations recruiting for a wider range of occupational areas tend to structure their recruiting efforts in much more
formal ways. For example, the centralization of intern recruiting at
Ford limits duplication of effort. HR personnel at Ford coordinate
the recruiting activities of about 900 line managers who have the ad-
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ditional responsibility of campus recruiting. These line managers go
to campuses to do interviews, give briefings to groups, etc., and they
direct interested students to the Web application process. At that
point, HR takes over, controlling the number of invitations that are
offered based on information on needs from organizational subunits
and a model of hiring proportions.
At HP, the process is a bit more decentralized. While the operational managers at HP pay the salaries of their interns, the costs of
recruiting and monitoring them are funded centrally through HR.
HP has an extensive recruiting network, including HR recruiters who
have strong relationships with specific universities, and volunteer recruiters who are drawn from staff alumni. Because of this reliance on
volunteers, HP's recruiting is less formal than Ford's. The volunteers
have more control of the timing and pace of their contribution to the
recruiting effort, and centralized (corporatewide) HR monitors their
efforts.
All three of the organizations just discussed rely on college recruiting as an important aspect of their recruiting efforts. DCAA has
informal contacts with local schools; Ford and HP have more-formal
college relations—they maintain relationships with, respectively,
about 50 and Al colleges nationwide. At both Ford and HP, each
school is the responsibility of one person (an executive at Ford, and a
staffer from the college staffing office at HP) who is in charge of
managing the relationship with that school. These liaisons oversee
recruitment at the school, public affairs, research and development,
and college relations. Through their liaisons, these companies support
research activities at the schools, have relationships with faculty, and
coordinate on-campus recruiting.
Selecting Participants

As with funding, the selection of interns from the applicant pool can
be either centralized or local. Central hiring is more likely than central funding to cause tension with local managers, however: Local
managers are generally happy to have a "free" intern paid for out of a
higher-level budget, but they are less likely to employ someone in
their office whom they had no part in selecting.
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At Ford, hiring is centralized. Once students have been recruited
and have apphed for a position, HR uses the interview information
and the onhne assessment tool to decide which ones to invite to
Ford's "leadership conference." HR controls the number of invitations that are offered. Operations tells HR how many it needs to hire;
HR then invites a certain number that should result in that manyhires based on a model.
At HP, the initial screening and evaluation are centralized, and
functional managers make the hiring decisions. Operational managers
have the final authority, but they only see candidates who pass the
initial central screening. In our private-sector examples, hiring
authority follows funding: Ford's pre-employment internships are
centrally funded and centrally hired; HP's intern positions come
out of local budgets, and local operational managers make the hiring
decisions.
Hiring Authorities for Pre-Employment Internstiip in DoD

DoD's hiring practices with regard to pre-employment interns merit
special note in this discussion. In selecting participants for preemployment internships, DoD organizations must follow federal
hiring rules designed to protect the merit-based hiring system. This
implies that DoD managers may not have the level of flexibility enjoyed by their private-sector counterparts. Nevertheless, special hiring
authorities are available for managers who wish to hire students for
pre-employment intern programs. Students can be hired as "excepted
service" employees through the Student Educational Employment
Program (SEEP). As part of the excepted service, candidates under
SEEP are exempt from the competitive service regulations. Established in 1994, SEEP now consists of two programs: the Student
Temporary Employment Program (STEP) and the Student Career
Experience Program (SCEP).' These programs give students and
5 The authority for these programs is in Schedule B 213.3202(a) and (b). These two programs resulted from the consolidation of four prior programs: the cooperative education
program, the federal junior fellowship program, the stay-in-school program, and the Harry S.
Truman scholarship program.
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agencies more flexibility than the standard competitive civil service
hiring authorities do. SEEP authority may be used at many organizational levels. Our interviews suggest that local DoD managers are interested in the programs but afraid of running afoul of the rules and
seek guidance from their commands on how to use the hiring
authority.'^
There are significant differences between STEP and SCEP. As
noted in Chapter Two, STEP allows agencies to hire students into
any job that needs to be done, whereas agencies hiring through SCEP
must provide work experience related to the student's educational
program and career goals. Another crucial difference between the
programs is that SCEP students can directly convert to permanent
competitive service positions without going through the formal,
competitive hiring process. (This noncompetitive conversion process
is less stringent than the formal hiring process, but it nonetheless has
specific requirements, including 640 hours of service under SCEP,^
completion of academic program, and recommendation by the employing agency.) Such conversions are not possible directly from
STEP, although students can move from STEP to SCEP, and some
of their hours of service may count toward the 640-hour requirement
for noncompetitive conversion. Also noteworthy is that SCEP alumni
can noncompetitively convert to permanent positions in any federal
agency, not just the one in which they did their SCEP, as long as they
do so within 120 days of program completion.
DoD agencies may also use the normal temporary hiring authority to hire pre-employment interns. For example, DCAA has used the
normal temporary hiring authority to bring in students just for the
summer (this program is, however, not particularly active now).
DCAA uses SCEP to hire college students that it intends to eventually recruit, and it uses STEP to hire office help. DCAA's hiring is
done centrally by regional HR (again, hiring of interns occurs at the
same level as the funding).
See http://www.opm.gov/employ/students/2133202.htm.
^ These 640 hours must be completed while the individual is still a student.
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This brief review of DoD hiring authorities for pre-employment
intern programs suggests that DoD organizations do have means of
bringing in pre-employment interns and, in fact, encourage DoD to
adopt the kinds of structured, training-oriented programs found in
successful private-sector organizations. How^ever, the rules governing
these programs can make the process of recruiting and selecting interns resource intensive. Moreover, as we discuss later in this chapter,
additional restrictions govern whether a pre-employment intern can
be hired as a permanent employee.
Mentoring Participants and Developing Programs

As described in our discussion of effective practices, mentoring and
supervision are two critical components of a successful intern program. However, mentoring and supervisory responsibilities can be
variously distributed—sometimes the two roles are one person's responsibility; other times, a distinction (sometimes formal, but typically not) is made between the supervisor and mentor. At DCAA, for
example, mentorship and training content are informal and are left to
the discretion of the operational managers.
At Ford, all organizational subunits assign mentors to intern
program participants to guide them in selecting professional development assignments. Operational managers have the primary responsibility for mentoring and training-program development, but do receive some central support, in the form of such items as development
of training materials for mentors. In addition, Ford has set up a
buddy system whereby summer interns are matched with new employees who can provide them with advice on more-informal issues,
such as what is fun to do in the local area. DFAS has a similar system
that distinguishes supervisors from mentors and buddies.
At HP, mentorship and training are the responsibility of the operational managers, within some centralized guidelines. HP has a very
strong mentorship system, not because the company offers formal
mentorship training (they do not), but because its corporate and recruiting culture creates opportunities for students to have numerous
informal mentors. In addition to the formal mentors assigned to students by the operational managers, HR recruiters assigned to a school
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often serve as informal mentors with the intent of maintaining a relationship with the students and encouraging them to return as interns
for multiple years and ultimately to take permanent positions. Volunteer alumni recruiters also serve as informal mentors, even when students end up in different operational areas.
Evaluating Programs and Participants

To know whether a program is meeting its goals, it must be evaluated. To determine whether pre-employment interns are worth hiring
as permanent staff, they must be evaluated. The range of possible
ways to organize the evaluation activities runs from formal to informal and includes variation in terms of who does the evaluating.
Once students are in the Ford summer intern program, the
evaluation process is highly structured. Each intern is evaluated on
the same basis with an instrument that is developed centrally. The
evaluation instrument is very detailed and is based on the "Ford leadership behaviors." Candidates are rated on a scale of 1 to 10, and the
meaning of each number is described in great detail in the instrument
(e.g., what behavior would be evidence of level 9 performance). At
Ford, program evaluation appears to be centralized, currently focusing on cost-benefit analysis. In contrast, DCAA's program and interns are evaluated in a largely informal way, by word of mouth. That
said, DCAA reports that the program is well regarded by students and
college counselors within the region, and approximately 60 percent of
interns convert to permanent employment.
At HP, interns are formally evaluated by their managers, and the
evaluations are recorded and subsequently used to inform final hiring
decisions. Hiring into permanent positions is done in much the same
way as the initial intern hires are: Recruitsoft software allows staff to
input evaluations. Managers who think an intern is top-notch can
hire him or her if they have a "req" (requisition) available, or, if they
do not have a req, can let managers who do have an open req know
about the candidate.
As mentioned earlier, it is difficult to come up with a good
measure of the success of a pre-employment intern program. HP
evaluates overall program success based on conversion rate. However,
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due to ongoing software and reporting issues stemming from a recent
merger with Compaq, HP was unable to provide us with their current conversion rate, which will be HP's key program metric as soon
as it can be calculated. Indeed, all organizations we interviewed as
part of our case studies track conversion rate either formally or informally. However, the discussions made clear that while the conversion rate is a useful piece of information, it is not a metric for which
"higher" always means "better." As noted, pre-employment intern
programs serve both a recruiting function and a screening function. A
program that screens out a poor candidate who may have looked
good on paper and interviewed well has been "successful" in some
respect, even though that screening implies a lower conversion rate.
Another limitation of this measure is that it does not capture how
long the organization retains former interns as employees or how successful their careers are relative to the careers of noninterns. Even if
these richer measures of "success" were tracked, it is still difficult to
determine whether being an intern influences later career opportunities. For example, organizations may have an implicit or explicit policy to more readily promote former interns over noninterns. All of
these factors make it hard to objectively evaluate the success of an
intern program.
Facilitating Participant Migration to Permanent Employment

If pre-employment internships are ultimately about recruiting, then
arranging to hire former interns as permanent employees is arguably
the most important part of the process. Migration is the term we use
to describe the transition as interns graduate from the program (and
school) and receive offers for permanent positions.
Migration processes can differ in relation to several factors: the
determination of hiring needs, the responsibility for making hiring
decisions, and the timing of job offers. We found that both centralized and decentralized approaches to migration can work, although
decentralized approaches require more networking initiative on the
part of local managers to find a position for a good candidate.
We found a range of options for managing hiring decisions. At
Ford, managers make offers to the most promising candidates at the
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end of the summer intern program. Individual recruiting managers
for each organizational subunit know their hiring targets for the next
year by August, so they can figure out how many people they want to
hire. As a result, managers can respond to intern evaluations as soon
as they come in and can have offers ready for the best candidates
("the 8s and 9s") at the end of the summer. Usually, some of the
other participants are "deferred"—that is, they do not get an offer
before they leave but will get one eventually. At HP, operational
managers either hire the best candidates into permanent positions if
they have available openings (have the reqs), or try to find other operational managers with open reqs who might want these hires. They
do this with support from informal networks and in the context of
helpful Recruitsoft software. At DCAA the HR office monitors degree completion, anticipating students' graduation dates and the opportunity to convert them. If the local manager will not have a position open in the appropriate time frame to hire a good candidate, he
or she is often able to "work something out" with a location that will
have an opening, thus making sure that DCAA gets the new talent on
board.
DoD Interns and Migration to Permanent Employment Status

DoD has litde ability to migrate summer program participants to
permanent status, which presumably contributes to DoD's limited
use of summer programs. Specifically, DoD currently cannot act on
the information it would obtain through a summer intern program.
There is no mechanism through which DoD can make offers of employment to interns who have completed only one summer program—even when there is an opening in the organization that sponsored the intern.
Although SCEP allows direct conversion to permanent positions, it is of limited use in many cases. SCEP conversion is only possible after 640 hours—16 full-time weeks—of service with a federal
agency. Most summer programs are 400 hours, which is only 10
weeks. As a result, a student who spends one successful summer in a
DoD internship is not eligible for direct conversion. To become eligible for hiring under SCEP authority, the student would have to
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either return for a second summer or continue to work part-time
during the school year in order to log the additional 6 weeks. Although organizations often try to get successful interns to return for a
second summer of internship, it is not always possible or desirable to
limit a student's opportunity to explore other options. Indeed, the
manager of the summer program for accounting students at DFAS
reported that it is valuable for students to get some experience in a
private-sector accounting firm.
The ability to make an offer to summer program participants is
a significant difference between DoD's organizational options for intern recruiting and those available in the private sector. DoD's
inability to make such offers either needs to be compensated for
or changed in considering organizational options for DoD preemployment programs.

Organizational Options for Early Career Professional
Development Programs
ECPD programs require essentially the same core activities as preemployment programs do: funding, recruiting, selecting participants,
mentoring participants and developing programs, evaluating programs and participants, and facilitating participant migration to fullperformance positions. However, the organizational options for
ECPD programs sometimes differ from those of pre-employment
programs, often due to the fact that ECPD programs are for permanent employees rather than for students who may—or may
not^—-migrate to permanent employment.
Funding

One distinction between the organization of pre-employment internships and that of ECPD programs relates to funding. While ECPD
programs, like pre-employment internships, can be funded either locally or centrally, most are centrally funded to some degree. In DoD,
many of the activities associated with ECPD are centralized at the
service or agency level. Input is often sought from the functional
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community, but funding is usually centrally provided and a central
office directs the other activities as well. As mentioned earlier, this
centralization reflects the funding stream and ensuing servicewide
goals of the programs.
For DoD ECPD programs, the personnel authorizations used
for the program are "centrally owned" so that the specific command
or installation where the intern is working does not have to use an
authorization to support him or her. In addition, dollars for ECPD
program participants, salaries, training program development, program management, recruiting, and travel and training costs often
come from centralized budgets. This is not universally true, however.
Some agencies (e.g., DFAS) do require operational units to identify
authorizations and funding for such programs. In addition, some
major commands within services have designed and funded ECPD
programs centralized at the command level as a supplement to the
centralized programs.
For example, the Army Career Intern Program is centralized (at
the service level), and the budget for this program comes directly
from the Department of the Army. If local managers do not receive
sufficient centrally funded ECPD slots, they may choose to hire additional people with local funds. For these locally hired ECPD program
participants, the command or the local installation must pay for all
training except for two mandatory centralized classes, which are paid
for out of the central budget for every participant, local or central.
In the private sector, ECPD programs tend to be funded similarly to pre-employment intern programs. At Ford, for example, the
costs of the ECPD programs are borne primarily by the functional
communities as opposed to the local managers. Functional communities must cover the employment cost of the individuals and assign
mentor(s) to each program participant.
Recruiting

Recruiting for an ECPD position is, in effect, recruiting for a permanent position with an initial professional development period. As
such, recruiting for ECPD generally mirrors recruiting practices for
the larger organization, with a few notable exceptions. First, ECPD
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programs may have their own recruiting staff or organization to supplement or substitute for more-general recruiting elements. Second,
recruiting for ECPD focuses on early career candidates with good
prospects for development into future professionals in the organization. Third, recruits, in contrast to regular permanent hires, may have
to sign mobility agreements or agree to a probationary employment
period during the ECPD program.
Recruiting in formal DoD ECPD programs is typically centralized at the organizational level that provides funding. Again, even in
highly centralized programs, input from functional communities, operational units, and even local managers may be sought. In DoD, we
found that servicewide programs typically recruit through a centralized selection board comprising members of these different communities and organizational subunits.
A range of recruiting practices is found within DoD, however.
For example, instead of engaging in explicit recruiting activities, the
Army Career Intern Program generally posts its position openings on
the USAJOBS Website. Program personnel also have informational
brochures and flyers that they make available for the recruiting efforts
of others, such as the general-information Army booths at career fairs.
Local managers may recruit using their own time and funds. In contrast, the Navy Financial Management Career Center (FMCC) engages in extensive on-campus recruiting in addition to posting job
openings in paper and electronic format (both governmental and
nongovernmental). The organization tries to build relationships with
schools at which it has had success with hires.
When an organization has both pre-employment internships
and ECPD programs, one kind of program can be used as a source of
recruiting for the other. Ford looks first to the pre-employment intern program as a source of candidates for its FCC ECPD program. If
it were possible. Ford would completely fill the ECPD program from
the ranks of the intern program. However, some interns decline the
permanent offer, and sometimes the skill mix of the interns does not
match the organization's hiring needs. Ford's ECPD hiring is similar
to its pre-employment intern hiring, with an additional step. Strong
candidates are invited to a leadership conference, where they receive
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additional evaluation before being offered positions in the ECPD
program.
Selecting Participants

Participant selection is the process managers go through to decide
which applicants will receive traineeship offers and to hire those individuals. Hiring for formal DoD ECPD programs is typically centralized at the organizational level that provides funding, sometimes with
input from the functional community or even local managers. A
servicewide program will typically recruit and hire through a centralized selection board.
The Army Career Intern Program provides an example of a centralized hiring process that incorporates input from lower levels of the
organization in a variety of ways. Each year, commands are asked to
specify their intern requirements for the next fiscal year. (There is
always more demand than funding for centrally funded interns.) Intern hires are made centrally, but with substantial input from the
functional community, operational units, and local managers. Some
of the career programs have a centralized board that pulls together
representatives from the functional community to make the hiring
decisions. However, some career programs, especially in the engineering area, do not use these boards. In career fields for which there
are no boards, managers at the local level get to make selections.
More generally, central hiring with local input is likely to help resolve
some of the "central versus local" tension inherent in the hiring process.
The hiring process is often centrally controlled. In the Navy, the
FMCC controls the hiring process centrally. It screens applicants for
all positions simultaneously, allowing them to rank their top three
locations. The FMCC conducts face-to-face interviews with top candidates, and it sees interviews as extremely important, providing an
opportunity to "sell the job" to the applicant. The FMCC then tries
to match promising candidates with program openings. At Ford, the
recruiting and selection process is similar for both pre-employment
interns and ECPD hires. Potential new hires perceive a Ford-wide
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intern and ECPD program, with centralized funding, recruiting, and
hiring.
Hiring Authorities for DoD ECPD Programs

DoD's specific hiring practices with regard to prospective ECPD
candidates merit discussion at greater length. Unlike pre-employment
interns, who may be appointed to excepted service positions, participants in DoD ECPD programs are typically appointed to fiiU-time,
career-conditional positions. As a result, they must go through standard federal government hiring processes. The basic purpose of
ECPD programs is to hire talented individuals who may not have the
exact skills needed for a specific higher-level job and to train them
over the course of several years so that they will develop the needed
skills and expertise.
The merit-based federal hiring process is designed to ensure that
the hiring process is unbiased and provides equal opportunity to all
citizens. In particular, the system is designed to protect candidates
against managerial exercise of arbitrary favoritism or discrimination.
As such, the process emphasizes the evaluation of candidates based on
their skills and their ability to do the job for which they are hired (see
U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, 1995). Under the traditional,
competitive federal civil service hiring process, an entity with official
hiring authority (such as OPM) or an agency with delegated examining authority (that is, a delegated examining unit, or DEU) rates and
ranks applicants for the position according to job-related criteria,**
This rating and ranking process also can assign additional "points" to
applicants who are veterans. The competitive hiring process is designed to strike a balance between managerial discretion and objective
notions of fairness in an environment where perfectly objective measures of candidate quality are difficult to come by. According to DoD
managers with whom we spoke, this hiring avenue creates the biggest
problems when there is a desire to consider candidates' potential for
growth in addition to their ability to immediately perform the tasks
^ Sec U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, 1999, for a description of delegated examining
authority.
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required in entry-level jobs. The qualities that make a candidate more
"desirable" to the hiring organization are often not the ones considered by the rating and ranking process for the specific job opening.
Three special authorities allow for noncompetitive appointments
into civil service positions: the Outstanding Scholars Program, the
Veteran's Recruitment Appointment Authority, and the Federal
Career Intern Hiring Authority. How^ever, each of these is limited in
scope and does not apply to all positions and applicants.
Outstanding Scholars Program. This program allow^s federal
agencies to directly appoint (a) qualified college graduates with a
grade-point average of 3.5 or better or (b) graduates in the top
10 percent of their graduating class into certain positions at grade levels GS-5 or GS-7. Such outstanding scholars may be appointed without going through an examination process or the typical rating and
ranking process. These positions are commonly described as "covered
by the Luevano consent decree," in reference to the class action suit
that led to the authority.' This hiring authority is intended for use as
a supplement to, not as a replacement for, the standard, competitive
examine methods of hiring.
The Outstanding Scholars Program may be used to hire individuals into positions at the GS-5 or GS-7 level that are classified at
two-grade intervals and offer the potential of promotion to GS-9 or
above. The range of job series covered by the consent decree is quite
broad and includes many of the fields that would be considered in the
general "business and management" area, including economics, personnel management, financial analyst, logistics management, and
quality assurance specialist.
We found a great range in terms of the use of this authority by
ECPD programs. At one extreme was a program that hires 90 percent
' The Outstanding Scholars Program was estabUshed in 1981 by a consent decree resolving a
class action suit filed by Luevano et al. against OPM. The civil action claimed that a specific
career exam required for entry into GS-5 and GS-7 positions in 120 occupations limited
opportunities for Hispanic and African American applicants. The consent decree allows
agencies to use the Outstanding Scholars Program to hire people into the positions that were
covered by the lawsuit. It cannot be used to hire people into positions that were not covered
(Office of Personnel Management, 2002).
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of its ECPD participants through the Outstanding Scholars Program
and beheves that the quahty of its program would be compromised if
it had to rely solely on the traditional, OPM hiring process. At the
other extreme were programs that have never used the Outstanding
Scholars Program or were cutting back on their usage of it because of
recent criticism that agencies are misusing it as a primary, rather than
a supplemental, hiring authority (Saldarini, 2000; Office of Personnel
Management, 2001).'°
Veteran's Recruitment Appointment Authority. This option allows agencies to appoint individuals into positions at GS-11 or below
without competition. It applies primarily to individuals who have
served more than 180 days on active duty or were part of a reserve or
guard unit serving in active duty during a period of war. Such veterans are eligible for VRA appointments within 10 years of leaving
military service. Use of this hiring authority for ECPD programs is
limited.
Federal Career Intern Hiring Authority. This authority, created
by Executive Order 13162, July 10, 2000," allows federal agencies to
appoint individuals to two-year excepted service positions. It may be
used only for positions that have a structured training component;
upon successful completion of the traineeship, participants may be
converted to competitive positions. This authority has provided a
welcomed flexibility to some ECPD program managers but is less
than perfect for positions covered by the Luevano consent decree.
Candidates for those positions must still complete an assessment approved by Administrative Careers With America, and agencies must
rank the candidates numerically. Several ECPD program managers
reported that the Federal Career Intern Hiring Authority was particularly useful in hiring people for engineering and scientific positions, but that it is useless for positions covered by the Luevano consent decree. Indeed, many DoD agencies advise their staffing
'" OPM has argued that federal agencies are overusing the program, which was originally
intended to be a supplement to the regular competitive hiring process.
" See http://www.opm.gov/EO/13l62.htm.
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personnel not to use the hiring authority for positions covered by
Luevano.
Another potential route for appointments into ECPD programs
is through noncompetitive conversions from SCEP, which was discussed earlier in this chapter. ECPD program managers with whom
we spoke were not making active use of this hiring avenue.
Presidential Management Intern Program. Established in 1977
by Executive Order 12008, and subsequently modified by Executive
Orders 12364 and 12645, the Presidential Management Intern
(PMI) program provides for the excepted service (Schedule A) appointment of up to 400 individuals per year into what are considered
prestigious trainee positions in federal agencies. OPM administers the
program, screening applicants and appointing them to positions in
federal agencies, so this hiring authority is technically not directly
available to DoD managers. Moreover, the program is very small (in
2003, DoD welcomed 17 PMI trainees). Candidates for the program
are nominated by colleges and universities. Agencies such as DoD
submit position announcements to OPM, participate in PMI job
fairs, and interview PMI candidates. Agencies must reimburse OPM
for the costs associated with recruitment, selection, screening, orientation, and graduation of PMI interns (approximately $5,000 per intern). Those who successfully complete their internship can be noncompetitively converted to competitive civil service positions.
Hiring for ECPD Positions Covered by Luevano

ECPD program managers expressed special concern about their ability to hire people into ECPD programs for positions covered by
the Luevano consent decree. As discussed above, the Outstanding
Scholars Program has recently been subjected to substantial scrutiny
(Office of Personnel Management, 2001), and many managers we
spoke with view the competitive process as the only viable hiring
process available for positions covered by Luevano. Under the current
competitive hiring process, OPM ranks candidates for an ECPD position according to specific job-related criteria and special preferences
such as that for veterans. OPM then passes on to the program managers information on the top three candidates only. Managers must
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select one of the three if they wish to hire for that vacancy. This is
referred to as the "rule of three" (U.S. Merit Systems Protection
Board, 1995).
All managers noted that the process limits managerial discretion
in hiring. In particular, it limits managers' ability to reject candidates
based on any negative impressions they get during the interview process. An interview sometimes makes it clear that the candidate is not as
strong as he or she looks on paper. More often, however, what is revealed is that the candidate is a bad match for the position. However,
because managers are limited to three candidates per vacancy, they
have very litde opportunity to act on information from the interview
process.'2
Several ECPD program managers noted that the rating and
ranking procedure is particularly problematic for ECPD programs.
The purpose of ECPD programs is to bring people in at entry level
and develop them into the workforce of the future. However, the
rating and ranking process, which looks at job-related experience in
its ranking, is not favorable toward young, smart people who are just
graduating from college. As one manager noted, a veteran with a
compensable service-connected disability who is on the verge of retirement and has many years of experience in an area only weakly related to the position will always be at the top of the list. Indeed, the
average age of ECPD program participants is over 40 for several programs.
ECPD program managers expressed vastly different attitudes
toward the competitive hiring process, reflecting the underlying tensions between the merit system principles and, on one hand, a federal
commitment to provide preference in hiring to veterans, and, on the
other hand, the desire for more managerial discretion. Some manag'^ Such criticisms of the "rule of three" are not unique. Indeed, OPM itself has been advocating for changes to this approach, noting that it is a relic of the Grant administration and
can arbitrarily limit managerial choices (U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, 1995). The
Homeland Security Act of 2002, responding to such criticism of the approach, allows agencies to substitute more-flexible categorical ranking procedures that have already been tested
in selected agencies. OPM is developing guidance for the implementation of these flexibilities. (General Accounting Office, 200.3; Friel, 2002.)
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ers said the federal hiring process was an enormous barrier and that
the ECPD program would fall apart if it were not for the Outstanding Scholars Program.'^ Other program managers viewed the hiring
rules as essential for sustaining the larger federal goals of fairness and
veterans' preference, but had developed strategies to make the process
more flexible.
One such strategy is to centralize hiring at higher levels of the
organization so that one "list" is being used to fill several vacancies.
According to the "rule of three," if a selection entity is filling 10 positions, it can receive information on 30 candidates. It must then fill
those positions from among the 30 candidates, but it is no longer
limited to just the top three. In addition, for every offer made, the
entity can call up an additional candidate on the list. Indeed, it need
not make an offer to any of the top three candidates in this case. By
grouping vacancies in this way, managers can dip deeper into the applicant pool in making their choices. This reduces the likelihood that
a few unattractive candidates will block the applicant pipeline and
prevent hiring.
Even when candidates are grouped, however, managers can be
faced with having no option but to hire an individual whose interview suggested he or she might not be a good match. Some managers
reported that, in such cases, they often take a risk on the candidate
and then make use of the probationary period for competitive service
employment, firing the individual if he or she does not perform well.
A final strategy that ECPD program managers use to focus attention on recent college graduates is to shorten the time window in
which applications will be accepted and notify students who have
been recruited through on-campus recruiting efforts about the job
opening.
In sum, we find a complex hiring landscape for ECPD programs
in DoD. The Federal Career Intern authority is an excellent tool for
'^ ECPD program managers are not alone in criticizing aspects of the federal hiring process.
A recent GAO study (General Accounting Office, 2003) raised concerns about the rule of
three as well as a key assessment tool used to evaluate candidates applying for positions covered by the Luevano consent decree.
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ECPD program managers seeking to fill positions not covered by
Luevano, since a structured ECPD program almost always meets the
conditions for appointment via this authority. However, the options
open to managers seeking to fill ECPD programs covered by the
Luevano decree are more limited, particularly in view of attacks on
the Outstanding Scholars hiring authority. Many managers continue
to use the Outstanding Scholars authority in spite of the attacks, seeing it as essential to the success of the ECPD program, but some
agencies are advising managers not to use it at all.
Mentoring Participants and Developing Programs

Mentoring is an explicit part of ECPD programs, although the responsibility for mentorship can vary. At Ford, the operating units are
responsible for assigning mentors and developing the individual programs. Mentoring and evaluation of DoD ECPD participants are
usually left to the local managers, although many DoD programs
provide centralized guidance, training programs for supervisors, and
even centrally developed evaluation tools.
Mentoring relationships can be formal or informal. The Army
Career Intern Program delegates mentorship responsibilities down to
the command level, and each trainee is assigned a local mentor. This
program is well organized, despite the fact that intern managers receive no formal training. (One of the few things that interviewees
mentioned they would like to do if given more resources was to
have an orientation for managers/mentors.) Compared with preemployment intern programs in DoD, DoD ECPD programs have
more-formal mentoring arrangements. However, these arrangements
still fall short of state-of-the-art in mentorship, as elaborated in the
literature on best practices (see Chapter Three).
For ECPD programs, training program development is more or
less centralized. In both DoD and the private sector, there is topdown pressure on traineeship content. The amount of training flexibility left to the discretion of the local manager and the trainees
themselves will vary depending on the specific program. DoD ECPD
programs often create a "template training program," which the career fields can adjust or expand upon as needed. For example, DFAS's
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Entry Level Professional Accountant (ELPA) program has a detailed
set of guidelines for training and professional development for program participants. Usually, the functional community provides input
to the development of these templates. In addition, the templates include some courses or experiences that all interns should receive and
thus that the career fields have little flexibility to adjust.
Evaluating Programs and Participants

The evaluation of ECPD programs can be centralized or decentralized. In DoD ECPD programs, evaluation tends to occur at the level
responsible for funding the program. Ultimately, program evaluation
is a tool for justifying the program's budget. Centralized programs
have centralized, servicewide, or agencywide program evaluations.
Depending on the size of the program, these evaluations can range
from extremely data oriented and frequent to informal and infrequent.
Some evaluation efforts are highly complex. Perhaps the most
sophisticated example we observed was the evaluation used for the
Army Career Intern Program, a program closely tied in with Army
civilian workforce planning efforts. Using an Army-wide personnel
database that identifies whether an individual participates in the
Army Career Intern Program or another locally or functionally
funded intern program, analysts can compare the careers of those who
participate in the Army program with the careers of those who do
not. Analysts compared the career trajectories of two groups that had
entered journeyman-level positions in 1974—one group that had
been interns, and one that had been hired directly into the position.
Among those who had been interns, 60 percent were still with the
Army 25 years later; among the direct hires, only 35 percent were.
The Army has also been looking at a similar "matrix" for later cohorts, allowing a comparison of first-year retention, second-year
retention, third-year retention, etc., for later cohorts. To date, the
finding is that the patterns have remained more or less the same over
time. The Army also analyzed rates of promotion into management
positions and found that interns are more likely to be promoted into
such positions. For example, among those hired into journeyman-
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level positions between 1980 and 1990, the 10-year retention rates
for Army Career Intern program graduates were 11 to 23 percent
higher than those for other new hires, depending on the cohort
examined.
About five years ago, the Air Force did a similar study on the retention of interns who went through centrally funded programs. It
found that 58 percent of Palace Acquire interns and 62 percent of
Copper Cap interns were still with the Air Force. This analysis was
based on numbers over the programs' 18-year existence. The study
also compared the careers of Palace Acquire and Copper Cap interns
with those of interns who took part in locally funded programs. This
analysis revealed no differences in retention or speed of promotion
between the two groups during the internship. It did, however, find
that, over the longer term, the Palace Acquire interns were more
quickly promoted to GS-13 and received better performance ratings.
We found the evaluation of ECPD programs in DoD to be
more advanced than the evaluations being done in the private sector,
although private-sector managers did express interest in performing
such analyses of their programs. However, as with the evaluation of
pre-employment intern programs, the evaluation of ECPD programs
suffers from inherent limitations. One such limitation is selection
bias. Although it is instructive to compare the careers of those who
participate in an ECPD program with similar cohorts of new hires
who do not, it is difficult to attribute any differences to the ECPD
program itself Such claims can only be supported if those who do
and do not participate in the program are the same in all respects except for participation in the program. In reality, hiring processes for
ECPD programs differ from those for direct hires. As a result, those
hired into ECPD programs may be different—in ways not observable
in the data—from those hired into regular positions. For example,
program participants may be more ambitious and career oriented
than direct hires are, or more committed to having a career in the organization. It is possible that an organization might be using an
ECPD program as both a recruiting and a training tool—that is, as a
vehicle for both attracting better people and helping the organization
retain them and make better use of their skills. In this case, disentan-
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gling the selection and the program effects may not be a major concern.
Another Hmitation of even sophisticated evaluations of ECPD
programs is that the organization may treat direct hires and individuals who have "graduated" from ECPD programs differently. In other
words, regardless of whether the program graduates are actually
higher quality or have indeed acquired additional skills through the
program, they may be perceived as such simply because they participated in a program the organization holds in high esteem. Indeed, the
manager of one ECPD program reported that the organization at one
time considered restricting promotions into certain types of positions
to individuals who had gone through the ECPD program. This idea
was ultimately rejected, but it nonetheless reflects the way in which
organizations may become biased toward program participants. If this
is the case, it is impossible to use comparisons such as those described
above to evaluate the success of ECPD programs.
Facilitating Participant Migration to Full Performance
Decisions concerning whether to keep an ECPD participant on as a
permanent employee are typically made with at least some input from
the unit or functional area in which the employee will be working.
The process of transitioning DoD ECPD participants into permanent positions takes place at the organizational level that funded
the program. In theory and if all goes well, ECPD participants are
expected to continue working full-time at the location that sponsored
them for the ECPD program. The centralized program asks local
managers to commit to hiring the program graduates, in exchange for
which they get the trainees for two to three years at no direct cost to
their activity; the costs are covered centrally. However, there are various reasons why a local organization may not be willing or able to
hire a trainee full-time, in which case, the central program office tries
to place the person elsewhere.
At Ford, the ECPD program is decentralized to the level of the
operation unit, and managers of these units take responsibility for
structuring placement opportunities for individuals as they progress
through the FCG program. Ford has no formal system for movement
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between operational units, however, so if an operational unit is reducing employment or the available positions are not in the participants' preferred locations, there is no automatic procedure for placing
the FCG program participant or graduate in another operational
unit. Also, although program participants do nor sign formal mobilityagreements, it is widely understood that continued employment is
not guaranteed unless an individual is willing to move to where the
jobs are.

Summary of Organizational Options for Intern Programs
ECPD Programs Are More Likely to Be Centralized and Formal

ECPD programs are more likely than pre-employment internships to
be centralized and formal, in terms of both funding and program
development. Because ECPD programs usually have broad firm- or
agencywide goals, centralization is more likely and is appropriate to
those goals. For pre-employment internships, training program content is often left to the discretion of operational managers, who may
or may not receive significant centralized guidance. In contrast, program content in ECPD programs is almost always more regulated
and formal.
In both DoD and the corporate world, part-time intern programs and co-op programs are decentralized and locally driven.
Funding for these programs tends to come from local budgets and
local personnel authorization. Participants are hired to perform local
functions, and there is no central tracking or evaluation of program
participants. Successful participants may be hired locally or, upon
recommendation from the local contact, into an ECPD program.
Different Levels of Organizational Control Can Create a Structure
of Conflicting Incentives

Different levels of organizational control or responsibility for preemployment and ECPD programs create a structure of potentially
different incentives for those involved with the management and ad-
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ministration of the program (though not for the interns themselves).
For example, parties who get involved in intern program activities
may have a variety of loyalties or affiliations within the organization.
The first of these affiliational issues stems from the fact that individuals involved in a particular intern program may not all be associated
with the same layers of the organizational hierarchy. Within DoD,
this means some might work for an OSD-level office while others
work in an office within Army headquarters, or in a service major
command office, or for an individual installation. In the federal government, there is a hierarchical level that even goes beyond the DoD
boundary in that OPM regulates the hiring process for all federal
agencies. Similar hierarchical layers exist in private corporations,
where an individual may perceive his or her primary affiliation to be
with headquarters, a regional office, an operational unit, or a local
plant.
In addition to a hierarchical affiliation, individuals involved in
an intern program may be affiliated with a function or an occupation.
An important distinction here seems to be whether the individual is
part of the HR function or an operational function. There is also the
issue of whether the individuals involved are specifically affiliated
with and employed by the intern or ECPD program itself Moreover,
one individual may have multiple loyalties at any given time. For example, an individual may work in an HR capacity at the headquarters
level or at the local installation level.
The degree of centralization of an intern program can also affect
the breadth of goals. Centrally funded programs take a higher organizational view; corporate exposure is likely to be broader, and "success"
is likely to be measured as the migration of an intern to any permanent position in the organization. Local or functionally funded internships, on the other hand, are more likely to correspond (though
they need not do so) with parochial training and goals. The experience and training an intern receives are likely to be narrower and
more locally specific, and a "success" for a location or function is seen
as migration of an intern to a permanent position in that location or
function.
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The Locus of Funding for a Program Typically Drives
Program Objectives

As we have seen, there are several models for funding preempioyment intern and ECPD programs. One clear conclusion from
our research is that the locus of funding for the program drives or is
reflective of program objectives. This is not surprising. An organizational entity that is supporting a program financially will see that its
objectives are being achieved through the program. In addition, such
an entity will bear some responsibility for ensuring that the program's
graduates are being used in a manner that it deems effective.
Programs funded at a very high level, such as a military department or a corporate headquarters, tend to have the broadest aims,
such as developing the future leaders of that service or company. Programs seek out individuals who are mobile and subject them to fairly
broad training. The challenge such programs face is that local managers and even functional communities often do not feel any attachment to or responsibility for such program participants. In some
cases, these managers and communities may not be willing to hire the
program participants into specific positions upon program completion. In other words, these high-level programs can be detached from
real operational hiring needs at the entry level.
Programs funded by a subunit of a larger service or agency tend
to be more focused on that subunit's needs. Training and rotational
assignments may espouse broader goals, such as the development of
future leaders, but their focus is on a specific operational area or location. Another option is to leave professional development to local
managers. In this case, the managers use their local budget to fund
the training and recruiting programs needed to staff their activities.
The case studies and the literature on best practices suggest that
some moderate level of centralization is a particularly effective option
for funding pre-employment intern programs and ECPD programs
that benefit a larger organizational subunit or the organization as a
whole. If the program's benefits reach beyond a specific operating
unit, a program structure that imposes most or all program costs on
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the local operating unit managers will likely lead to suboptimal use of
the programs. Local managers already bear the cost of mentoring or
working with program participants, so asking them to also pay for the
direct cost of such programs is asking them to bear an additional burden. There is general recognition that a new entry-level hire will not
immediately be a "jack-of-all-trades" who can quickly move into
high-level management positions. Rather, new hires are seen as having to spend several years developing skills in a functional community
or an organizational subunit. A functionally oriented and funded preemployment intern or ECPD program, for example, provides the
functional community some ownership over and responsibility for
program participants. The functional community will more carefully
consider its demand for these programs if it must pay the bill and
place program participants. At the same time, a functional community may be better able than a local manager to deal with the risks
and uncertainty involved in workforce planning, and to keep broader
organizational goals in mind. Very discriminating central hiring
might mitigate this tension, as would central hiring that allows input
from the functional community.
Larger, More-Centralized Programs Tend to Have
More-Comprehensive Program Evaluations

Our research suggests that the larger, more centralized programs tend
to have more-comprehensive, or formal, program evaluations in
place. This may reflect the fact that larger programs can take advantage of economies of scale when performing evaluations and that
smaller programs, which cannot, find it difficult to justify the expense. However, this argument cannot be supported if several smaller
organizational subunits with similar programs could use the same
tools to evaluate their programs and jointly contribute to the development of those tools. Another reason that smaller programs might
not have formal program evaluations is that informal evaluations may
suffice for the smaller scale. The manager of a small program may not
need to perform large-scale data analyses to track the careers of participants and compare them with nonparticipants if the organization
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is small enough that the manager knows what becomes of all participants.''^
Be it formal or informal, program evaluation tends to focus on
cost and some measure of whether the program is achieving its objectives. For pre-employment intern programs, the outcomes of interest
are the percentage of interns who receive a permanent job offer, and
the percentage of those receiving a permanent offer who accept that
offer. ECPD programs tend to focus on the differences in retention
and relative career success between program participants and similar
employees who did not participate. Retention rates and time to
promotion to certain high-level positions are common outcomes of
interest.
Well-Regarded Intern Programs Are Part of an HR Structure
Designed to Meet Organizational Goals

Although there is ample literature describing specific best practices
used by successful intern programs, it appears that success may have
more to do with the way programs are structured and with high-level
support for such programs rather than with the use of specific practices. We found that the most important lessons for intern programs
have to do not with the specific practices of programs, but with how
programs are structured and located within the organizational structure. The intern programs that are well regarded by college counselors
and by the business literature in general are part of an HR structure
designed to serve functional aims. Successful programs are not owned
and run by HR, but, instead, are stipported by HR and receive significant input and funding from the functional communities and
operational managers.
Centralization issues can be best resolved in a variety of ways, all
of which involve centralization of some, but not all, activities. It appears that successful intern programs centralize activities that can
''^ Of course, there arc many reasons why formal data analysis may be useful even in the case
of small programs. First, informal observation may fail to recognize important trends or patterns. Second, informal observation will create evaluation challenges when the current manager leaves the organization.
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benefit from economies of scale—for example, the design of evaluation standards and tools, training materials for mentors, and general
guidelines for structuring the intern programs. In addition, it is
common for organizations to centralize their contacts with colleges
and universities to some degree.
However, functional communities typically play a key role first
in identifying demand for interns (usually based on some mediumterm forecasting of personnel needs in the functional area), selecting
interns, designing the intern experience, and evaluating the intern
performance. In other words, these activities tend to be less centralized in successful programs.

Lessons for DoD
Although DoD, like private-sector organizations, views preemployment intern programs as a recruiting tool, DoD managers lack
the degree of flexibility that allows the private sector to make offers of
permanent employment to all categories of pre-employment intern
program participants. Organizational structures that make migration
to permanent positions appear easy and efficient to candidates also
make recruiting from pre-employment internships easier. As we discussed earlier, corporations view pre-employment summer internships
as a recruiting and pre-screening tool for permanent hires. A key aspect of their ability to benefit from intern programs stems from their
efforts to evaluate program participants and make offers of employment to the most successful participants.
DoD does not currently have the ability to act on the information obtainable from a summer intern program. Specifically, there is
no mechanism through which DoD can offer employment to interns
who have completed only one summer program without requiring
those interns to re-apply through the formal OPM competitive hiring
process. To the extent that existing DoD hiring authorities and options limit or constrain migration, DoD is disadvantaged in the marketplace.
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Organizational issues may also impede effective use of preemployment intern programs as a recruiting tool. In DoD, preemployment internships are local or sometimes functional in nature.
Funding and all other key activities are controlled by local managers,
sometimes with functional guidance. With the exception of the new
Air Force effort to centrally fund 250 co-op students, we saw no examples of centralized funding for pre-employment internships or a
link between pre-employment intern programs and ECPD programs.
DFAS provides an example of business line, or functional, support for
pre-employment intern and ECPD programs that may aid in recruiting at several different locations.
Within DoD, there is a strong local link between participation
in a part-time intern program and hiring, since successful participants
are eligible for direct conversion to a permanent position under SCEP
hiring authorities. Fiowever, since the hiring is typically local, the
ability to find employment for a participant if the local SCEP sponsor
is unable to hire is limited.
In the next chapter, we consider DoD's options for its intern
programs in our presentation of conclusions and recommendations.

CHAPTER FIVE

Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions
DoD has the full array of intern programs: summer intern programs,
part-time intern programs, co-ops, and ECPD programs. However,
DoD tends to use ECPD programs much more frequently than it
uses the three pre-employment internship options. In addition, DoD
agencies primarily use the term intern program to refer to ECPD programs. This terminology is potentially confusing to candidates, who
typically view internships as a job preview opportunity for students
rather than an actual permanent job.
Our review of the literature and of existing programs suggests
that pre-employment intern and ECPD programs serve different
purposes and that organizations often have both types of programs.
Pre-employment intern programs focus on recruiting and screening
potential employees, whereas ECPD programs provide training and
professional development to employees once they are hired. Certainly, corporations that offer ECPD programs use them—and the
implied opportunity for career advancement—as a selling point, but
recruiting is not the primary aim of ECPD programs.
In private-sector organizations that offer both pre-employment
internships and ECPD programs, the two are often closely linked and
structured in similar ways. These organizations use their preemployment intern programs to recruit for and staff ECPD programs. The reasoning is simple: If an organization is going to invest
heavily in the training and development of a new employee through
an ECPD program, then there is a potentially high payoff from care-
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fully recruiting and screening those who will enter the program.
Within DoD, we saw only one example, DFAS, in which ECPD and
a pre-employment intern program were closely integrated. What is
most common within DoD is for intern programs to be highly decentralized, ECPD to be more centralized, and the two types of programs
to have litde interacdon. In other words, pre-employment intern programs are being used to help DoD recruit for and screen potential
new hires, but only in a decentralized way and generally not in coordination with ECPD programs.
Whereas summer internships appear to be the most common
form of pre-employment intern program in the private sector, DoD
has relatively few summer intern programs and more part-time intern
programs and co-op programs. We conclude that this is a rational
response on the part of DoD managers given the hiring authorities
available to them. Within the current array of hiring authorities, no
option allows DoD managers to offer successful summer interns a
permanent job after one summer. Such interns have no alternative
but to apply through the regular, competitive hiring process open to
all applicants. And then it is quite possible that they will not make
the "rule of three" cut, which means the manager who sought to hire
them will not be able to.
We were disappointed to learn that it is not possible to use the
DoD civilian personnel master fde to systematically track the careers
of individuals who participate in DoD pre-employment intern or
ECPD programs. However, because some individual DoD services
and agencies do track such information, some findings were available
to us. These suggest that ECPD program participants have higher
retention rates and higher rates of promotion to senior management
positions than do individuals who are hired into similar positions but
do not participate in such programs, and that existing DoD preemployment intern programs have conversion rates similar to those of
private-sector organizations.
DoD would benefit from access to data that allow it to track the
career paths of individuals who participate in pre-employment intern
and ECPD programs in DoD. As we emphasized earlier, however,
even with access to such data, the evaluation of intern programs faces
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serious challenges. Conversion rate is a useful piece of information for
evaluating pre-employment intern programs, but it is not always an
accurate or complete measure of program success. Moreover, internal
organizational practices and selection bias can make it difficult to
identify a "pure" effect of an intern program on career success.
We found the evaluation of ECPD programs to be more advanced in DoD than in the private sector. Specifically, the Army
Career Intern Program has conducted extensive evaluations of the
careers of program participants and has compared them vi^ith the careers of noninterns hired into similar positions. Using additional data
available in the civilian personnel master file, similar analyses could
be conducted for all DoD programs, allowing for comparisons across
programs and consideration of mobility across organizational
boundaries within DoD.
Our research suggests that program structure may be more important than specific practices. Successful pre-employment intern and
ECPD programs are organized to meet company or agency goals.
How the funding, recruiting, hiring, mentoring, program development, migration, and evaluation activities are organized is critical.
For each of those activities, there are certain advantages and disadvantages to centralization. Centralization works best when there are
advantages to economies of scale or when the program's objectives are
more congruent with the objectives of the organization as a whole
rather than some part of the organization. The level of centralization
of funding is particularly important, because goals and the perception
of "success" often follow funding. Some of the difficulties associated
with centralization can be avoided if operational managers and representatives from the functional community are involved in the centralized process (a hybrid approach). Ideally, pre-employment intern
and ECPD programs will have commitment at all engaged levels.
We also found that well-regarded programs tend to be part of a
larger HR strategy. Such programs are designed to meet a welldefined HR objective, such as enhancing recruiting or professional
development.
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Recommendations
Our analysis of internship programs within the private and pubhc
sectors led to several recommendations for DoD.
First, to more effectively recruit recent college graduates, DoD
should develop and employ terminology for describing different
programs that is free from DoD-specific jargon and consistent with
terminology used in the private sector. Specifically, DoD should
consider eliminating the use of the term intern program to describe
bona fide, permanent jobs that involve a substantial amount of professional development. Students, particularly those not familiar v^^ith
the federal government, will tend to assume that an internship is not
a "real job." We have used the term early career professional development (ECPD) to describe these positions. DoD should consider
adopting this or similar terminology. Several DoD agencies have developed program names specific to the agency or the career field (e.g.,
the Entry Level Professional Accountant program, the Navy's Financial Management Trainee program). Unfortunately, an important
hiring authority available to managers of such programs, the Federal
Career Intern Authority, uses the term intern. However, DoD should
not let the name of a hiring authority used by managers interfere with
the way in which it describes ECPD programs to those outside of
DoD and the federal government.
Second, to the extent that DoD seeks to use pre-employment
internships as a recruiting tool, it should create high-quality preemployment intern programs that maximize the potential for hiring
talented interns as permanent employees. The SCEP hiring authority gives managers the opportunity to use pre-employment intern
programs in a way that is consistent with the way they are used in the
private sector—that is, as a hiring and screening tool. In cases where
managers believe it would be useful to use pre-employment intern
programs for recruiting purposes, DoD should bear in mind the lessons from the private sector on successful pre-employment internships. In particular, DoD must be sure to design interesting work
experiences with high-quality mentors so as to make a positive
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impression on program participants. A poorly run pre-employment
intern program can be worse than no intern program at all.
Expanded use of pre-employment intern programs should acknowledge recruiting as a primary goal and be closely linked with
overall HR objectives. In creating new programs or expanding existing ones, DoD must balance local and departmentwide needs and
link decisions with larger workforce planning goals. As we witnessed
in the case studies, local and organizationwide intern programs often
address different objectives. Implementation of new or expanded preemployment intern programs should reflect the best practices discussed in Chapter Three for such programs.
Third, if DoD intends to use summer internship as a recruiting
tool, we recommend that it advocate changes to the SCEP rules.
Current SEEP regulations provide DoD managers with the flexibility
to use summer intern programs to achieve a variety of HR objectives.
However, current SCEP requirements limit the extent to which DoD
managers can effectively use these programs as a recruiting tool.
There are many reasons for DoD to consider using summer internships as a recruiting tool—for example, their potential for attracting a
much broader pool of candidates than part-time internships or co-op
programs can.
If DoD decides to increase its use of summer internships as a recruiting tool, it should advocate policy changes that reduce the number of hours required for direct-conversion eligibility under SCEP.
Current SCEP rules give managers at federal agencies, including
DoD, the flexibility to directly convert to term or permanent employment only those individuals who successfully complete 640 hours
of service as students. If this requirement were reduced to 400 hours
of service, it could be met by a full-time summer intern in one summer. Managers would then have the opportunity to convert promising summer interns to term or permanent employment if they chose
to do so, and the first step in expanding the effective use of preemployment intern programs as a recruiting tool would have been
taken.
Fourth, we recommend that DoD promote closer links between
pre-employment intern programs and ECPD programs. Many of the
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private-sector companies examined in this study use pre-employment
intern programs as a means of identifying employees for ECPD programs. To the extent that both types of programs share the objective
of identifying employees the organization sees as desirable, it is useful
to reinforce the connections between them.
DoD presently has an impressive collection of ECPD programs
and a wide variety of pre-employment intern programs. We have
identified several challenges that DoD faces in terms of realizing its
goals for these programs, and have drawn lessons from these DoD
programs and comparable programs in industry. It is our hope that
our findings and recommendations will contribute to the understanding and future use of pre-employment intern and ECPD programs as tools to better achieve DoD HR goals.
Finally, we recommend that DoD gather information on participation in pre-employment intern and ECPD programs as part of
the DoD-wide civilian personnel master file to facilitate the evaluation of such programs. Using the civilian personnel master file, DoD
can track the careers of any civil service employee. If pre-employment
intern and ECPD program participants could be identified in the
data set, it would be possible to examine conversion rates and compare career progression, promotion rates, and retention rates for
program participants relative to employees who are similar but do
not participate in such programs. Such comparative analytic tools are
already in use within some DoD services and agencies.

APPENDIX A

Description of Case Study Programs

This appendix briefly describes the intern programs used by each of
the organizations interviewed for this research.

Ford Motor Company
Ford Motor Company hires people as co-op students, interns, and
entry-level hires (Ford College Graduates [FCG] program), and at
mid-career and senior levels ("experienced professionals"). All hiring
activities, including pre-employment intern and ECPD programs, are
organized around eight functionally based operational units. In 2002,
Ford hired only 1,600 salaried people. In a typical year. Ford hires
5,800 to 8,000. About 30 percent of Ford hires are entry-level, recent
college graduates. Nearly all such hires are brought into the FCG
program.
The FCG program is described on the Ford recruiting Website
(http://vvww.mycareer.ford.com/CareerPrograms.asp). It is a structured two- to three-year professional development program whose
purpose is to develop company leaders. Each operating unit has devised a different program within fairly narrow corporate guidelines.
Most of the operational units have a two-year professional development program, although there is some variation in program length
(e.g., the career development program in manufacturing can last up
to five years). These developmental programs include rotational assignments and skill development opportunities for new hires. Some
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(such as information technology, or IT) include cross-functional assignments in other operational units. There is a seven-week hands-on
"New Hire Orientation" for IT people. All of the operational units
assign mentors to the program participants to guide them in selecting
professional development assignments.
Ford has a highly centralized summer intern program and a
slightly less centralized co-op program. The summer intern program
was scaled back in 2003 to 300 to 370 participants, down from 1,200
to 1,500 in previous years. Internships are organized around operational units; individuals apply to and are hired by specific operational
units. Interns are funded from operations head count, and program
administration by HR is billed back to operations. Nearly all interns
come to work during the summer (May to August) and are located at
Ford headquarters (FiQ) in Dearborn, Michigan. The co-op program
is small; it has about 100 to 200 participants. This program is driven
by plant demand. A co-op participant is funded through the individual plant location, and participants are part of the plant's head count.

Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard (HP) has an extensive pre-employment intern program. The vast majority of the company's interns are summer interns,
but HP refers to anyone who is a full-time student and works for the
company as an intern, so under that rubric also fall what we call
co-ops and part-time interns. The summer program runs from 10 to
12 weeks; in any given year, HP may have as many as 300 interns at
the corporate headquarters, cohorts of 20 to 50 in the regional offices,
and groups as small as a single intern in some of the smallest offices.
HP maintains a close relationship with Al universities and recruits
heavily for its intern programs at these schools. The company's broad
program focuses on recruiting and training future employees, as well
as cultivating good relationships with its 47 schools. HP tries to bring
top-quality (i.e., "desirable") students back summer after summer and
then hire them when they graduate.
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Northrop Grumman
At Northrop Grumman, summer internships are decentrahzed to the
hne of business level (each has an employment center). Summer interns work on ongoing projects, take classes, and get an overview of
the company. The intern program is considered a recruiting tool, as
well as a way to get work done inexpensively. It is considered a success if the manager is happy, and especially if he or she wants to keep
the intern on part-time during the year. Keeping a summer intern on
as a part-time intern is helpful in that the intern's security clearance
will have been maintained if the intern is eventually hired full-time.
The program offers many benefits to participants, including
group "fun" activities that are an important part of the experience.
Interns are assigned a recent hire as a "buddy" to help them get settled as well. Summer interns take classes, get overviews of the company, and so on. Participants do not receive housing but do receive a
relocation lump sum; the buddy can then help the participant find
housing and get settled in other ways. The intern program money
comes from direct (project) or indirect (overhead) charges to the
budget.

Central Intelligence Agency
The CIA centralized its recruiting activities in 1998. Prior to that
time, recruiting was highly decentralized, with over 60 different organizations doing their own recruiting—attending college fairs, screening applicants, etc. Recruiting in this decentralized environment was
widely criticized, and Congress ultimately pressured the CIA to make
its recruiting more efficient. Specifically, there was pressure to centralize activities that did not need to be replicated across the organization. The centralization and the transition were difficult, but today,
managers are happy with the quality (i.e., "desirability") of recruits
and are happy to be able to devote more of their attention to the
activities of their operational units. The CIA now has a centralized
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recruiting center that handles recruiting for pre-employment interns,
ECPD participants, and other permanent hires.
A preponderance of new hires (55 to 60 percent) are entry- or
developmental-level hires. A small portion of these (approximately
10 percent) are brought in through the pre-employment intern programs.
The CIA offers several pre-employment intern programs. Unlike
other organizations, it does not make a clear distinction between
summer interns, part-time interns, and co-op participants. Interns of
each type make the same level of commitment to the agency and go
through a similar selection process.
The CIA takes the selection process very seriously. Student employees go through a screening process equally as rigorous as the one
used for permanent employees. The reason for this is that anyone
who works at the CIA has to go through the same health screening,
background checks, polygraph checks, etc. This process is very timeconsuming and costly to the organization, which is why the CIA
makes the up-front investment in rigorous initial screening.
The CIA offers the following pre-employment intern and
ECPD programs:
Undergraduate Scholar Program. The goal of this preemployment intern program, which is currently going through some
changes, is to attract minority and disabled students. The program
originally targeted high school students who were planning to major
in computer science or electrical engineering. Students would be offered a scholarship that could be used for tuition and school supplies.
In addition, students would work at the CIA during the summer. It
was possible to be part of the program without getting a scholarship
(that is, it was possible to work only during the summers). Any scholarship student had to promise to work 1.5 years for each scholarship
year. The conversion rate for this program was pretty low (by CIA
standards)—49 percent. The program is now being modified in two
respects. First, college sophomores who are entering their junior year
in college have now become the target. The logic is that those individuals have selected a major and are in a better position to determine
whether the CIA might be an attractive option for them. Second, the
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career areas covered by the scholarship program have now been expanded to include accounting and other fields that might be usefiil
agencywide.
Student Trainee (Co-op). In this pre-employment intern program, students alternate school and work, and participants must be
enrolled in schools that support co-op programs. Otherwise, it is the
same as the internship program described next.
Internship Program. Under this program, students must commit
up firont to spend two tours with the CIA. One tour equals 90 days
(three months), although the CIA has shown that it can be a bit flexible about the length of the tour. Both tours can be in the summer, or
one can be in the summer and the other during the regular school
year (perhaps delaying the intern's graduation). The CIA requires
students to commit to two 90-day tours because of the up-front investment it makes in terms of pre-employment screening. Because
this screening is so in-depth, the CIA wants to have interns on board
for a longer time.
Additional, Directorate of Operations Programs. Two additional pre-employment intern programs, for the Directorate of Operations (DO), were started in the past few years: the DO Undergraduate Student Intern Program and the DO Graduate Student
Intern Program. Both are six months long, either January to June or
July to December. The DO formerly did not hire student interns due
to the agencywide requirements for screening and for longer tours.
Now, however, the DO has set up its own program with different
requirements, which, like the other programs, is run through the recruiting center.
The Professional Training Program. This is a formal ECPD program for entry-level hires in clandestine services. Participants must be
recent graduates with a bachelor's or master's degree. The program is
18 months in duration; at the end of it, participants are assessed for
movement into the Clandestine Services Trainee Program. This is the
general ECPD program for most positions in the DO.
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Department of the Navy (DON) Human Resources and
Financial Management
The Navy has two ECPD programs. The first of these, the HR
Career Development Program, is a small program serving a functional
area needed throughout the Navy. The program is brand-new, has a
target size of 15, and is being piloted with nine trainees. It is "competency based" and uses an online assessment tool to evaluate the competencies. At each location/rotation at which trainees serve, they sit
down with the supervisor at the beginning of the rotation and complete the assessment for the competencies they are supposed to work
on during that rotation. The assessment provides a list of things
trainees still need to work on while there. At the end of the rotation,
trainees go through this process again. If their assessments are complete, trainees get a certification and can move on. Trainees who do
not assess out at an adequate level of competency are flagged for additional or remedial instruction in that competency until they pass.
The second ECPD program is the DON Centralized Financial
Management Trainee Program, started in 1970. It averages 4 to 45
trainees per year and is a two-year program with rotational assignments. According to SECNAVINSTR 12400.5C, "The goal of the
Centralized Financial Management Trainee Program (CFMTP) is to
ensure a continuous flow of highly qualified, college-caliber employees into the DON's civilian financial management work force to meet
future succession planning requirements."

Defense Contract Audit Agency
DCAA runs pre-employment internships out of its five regional centers. The vast majority of its interns work part-time on a year-round
basis. DCAA has two types of interns: office help and business/accounting students interested in auditing. The program focuses
on recruiting the latter to permanent positions upon graduation. The
program is small (it averages 20 interns per year per region) and is
coordinated carefully but informally by the regional HR offices.
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Defense Contract Management Agency
DCMA only has a three-year tenure as an independent agency (it was
formerly part of the Defense Logistics Agency [DLA]). As such, it has
a very young ECPD program, a program that was conceived before
the DCMA was split off from DLA. This three-year "keystone program" was piloted in 1999 with 19 trainees. Its current program target size is 200, and growing. The program covers the core specialties
of DCMA, including contracting, quality assurance, and several kinds
of engineering. DCMA has developed an extensive development plan
calling for formal training courses and rotational assignments with
clients in years one and two of the program. By their third year in the
program, trainees are expected to have a full journeyman specialist
level of skill and to be migrating toward their full-performance position.

Defense Finance and Accounting Service
DFAS has recently been reorganized around six primary business
lines:
•
•
•
•

Accounting
Commercial pay
Military and civilian pay
Corporate elements, which includes policy, finance, public affairs, etc.
• Corporate resources, which includes HR, acquisitions, RM,
equal employment opportunity (EEO), and field operations
(support not directly related to mission)
• Technical support operations.
Of these business units, accounting is the largest. Current recruiting and professional development efforts focus on professional
accountants who perform the DFAS core mission. DFAS has a structured summer intern program that was developed by the accounting
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line of business. SCEP authority was used to hire students into a
summer intern program last year; next year, STEP will be used for
the summer interns. There were 32 participants in 2002, and 37+
were planned for 2003. In addition, DFAS has a handful of people
participating in the SCEP program in a typical co-op manner.
In addition, the accounting business line has developed structured professional development programs for people hired into entrylevel, professional accounting positions. There are two separate programs, distinguishing recent college graduates from those who are
internally promoted. The Entry Level Professional Accountants
(ELPA) program is for new external hires, primarily recent college
graduates. There were 34 participants in 2001, 55 in 2002, and 68
projected for 2003. The Developmental Entry Level Professional Accountants (DELPA) program is for DFAS employees who have been
converted from accounting tech positions into entry-level professional
accounting positions. A prerequisite for the program is 24 hours of
college-level accounting coursework.

U.S. Air Force Palace Acquire and Copper Cap
The Air Force sponsors two centralized, servicewide ECPD programs
that have been in existence for 18 years. Palace Acquire is a general
program; Copper Cap specifically targets contract specialist positions.
Current program intake is 350 participants per year, with plans to
increase that to 550 per year by FY 2007. The purpose of the programs is to attract the best and the brightest and to develop the future
leaders of the Air Force. These servicewide programs co-exist with
ECPD programs sponsored by major commands and local sites. Air
Force Materiel Command (AFMC), which employs about half of all
Air Force civilians, has been particularly active in developing its own
ECPD programs and recruiting strategies.
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U.S. Army Career Intern Program
The Army Career Intern program is a centralized, Army-wide ECPD
program aimed at developing future leaders and managers for the
Army. It is structured around the more general career field management process in the Army. There are 22 career fields, or programs, in
the Army, which cover 86,000 out of 220,000 civilian employees. An
individual whose job is part of a numbered series covered by a career
program is automatically part of that career program. Examples of
jobs not covered by career programs are legal and medical positions.
The centralized ECPD program dates back to the 1970s. Before
that time, the functional communities ran their own programs. At
some point, they decided to contribute resources to a central organization that would streamline the hiring and funding process. The
program, which supports participants in a two-year program, has an
end-strength of just under 1,000 work years for FY 2003. The program is scheduled to expand over the next seven years.

Army Materiel Command
AMC has an ECPD program that is part of the Army Civilian
Training, Education and Development System (ACTEDS). AMC
also has a small pre-employment intern program called CREST
(Career Related Experience in Science and Technology), which takes
advantage of the SCEP hiring authority. CREST averages about 90
interns and has a conversion rate of around 50 percent. AMC has also
reinstituted an older, "apprentice" program at depots for blue-collar
positions. This is a four-year program with a mixture of classroom
and on-the-job training. The first year is 75 percent classroom work;
the fourth is almost all factory floor work.
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Information Assurance Scholarship Program
The Information Assurance Scholarship Program (lASP^ is authorized by the Defense Authorization Act. Its goal is to "encourage the
recruitment and retention of Department of Defense personnel who
have the computer and network security skills necessary to meet
Department of Defense information assurance requirements" (U.S.
Code Title 10, Part III, Chapter 112, Sec. 2200).
The lASP supports a scholarship program and a preemployment intern program. The scholarship program pays for tuition, books, and a stipend for graduate and undergraduate degrees for
current employees of the U.S. government (both military and civilian) and for college students who are candidates to become employees
of the federal government. Scholarships are available only for study at
specific schools, which include DoD-run schools such as the Air
Force Institute of Technology (AFIT), as well as public and private
universities such as Carnegie Mellon. The scholarship program targets
students in their junior year, and some seniors are accepted as well.
The program also includes grants to participating universities to develop information assurance programs and to partner with defense
colleges and universities. Program participants are offered work experience in the field of information assurance in federal government organizations. Recruiting for the scholarship/intern program is managed by the colleges and universities that participate in the program.
Students apply through and must be recommended by their school.
Recommendations are sent to an HR office in DoD for rating and
ranking. Then, local organizations review applicants and make selections, interviewing candidates if they want. Interns are hired as student trainees through the SCEP and are on leave-without-pay status
while in school. It is possible to be selected for an internship without
receiving a scholarship.
Scholarship recipients are obliged to serve DoD as a civilian employee or in military service (the first-year cohort included only people obliged to civilian employment). The obligation is one full year
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(not including the internship) for each academic year of scholarship
support. Otherwise, the student must reimburse the government for
the cost of the scholarship support.

APPENDIX B

Interview Protocol

Introduction
My name is XXX and this is my colleague YYY. We are researchers at
RAND. RAND is a private, nonprofit, public policy research organization with a long-standing research relationship with the Department of Defense (DoD). We have been asked by the Office of the
Secretary of Defense to study recruiting approaches used by privateand public-sector organizations, including DoD, to gather information about the different recruiting activities used by DoD components and agencies and to describe best practices found within DoD,
in other branches of civil service, and in the private sector. In pursuit
of such information, we are conducting interviews, site visits, and
meetings with a wide range of human resources personnel in DoD
and in other organizations. We want to learn more about the way in
which recruiting activities are organized, how they are funded and
administered, and what their strengths and areas for improvement
are. The more we learn about existing recruiting activities through
these visits, the better we will be able to advise DoD regarding the
type of support that could further enhance the recruiting of civil
service personnel.
Your participation in this interview is voluntary. Please feel free
to tell us you don't know or don't wish to answer a question, or don't
want to complete the interview.
Do you agree to participate in this interview?
Can we mention the name of your organization and things we
learned about your organization in our report? If not, we will provide
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general information on the type of business, but not the name of the
firm, in describing practices.

I. Overview of Recruiting Activities
Q. How does your organization break up or categorize different
recruiting activities?
P. By field or area of expertise required?
P. By career experience, experience required?
P. By educational level?
P. By duration of employment term?
Q. Do you have specific programs or avenues through which
hiring and recruiting occur?
P. Intern programs?
P. Co-op programs?
Q. How many people did your organization hire in the most
recent year for which data are available?
P. What proportion of those new hires were entry level?
P. How many intern program participants did you have?
P. How many co-op participants?
Q. How do these numbers compare to those for previous years?
Q. To what extent do you make use of head-hunting firms or
organizations that screen job candidates? For what types of
positions?
Q. Describe where responsibility and authority for recruiting
and hiring decisions rest within your organization. What is
the role of the HQ office? regional managers? local managers?
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Q. To what extent are the following processes centralized (in
terms of funding, responsibility, authority)?
P. Identifying and funding personnel needs?
P. Developing job descriptions?
P. Recruiting for available jobs?
P. Screening applications?
P. Selecting applicants?
P. Training and development?
P. Mentoring?

II. Intern and Co-op Programs
Q. Can you describe typical internships and co-op programs in
terms of duration, time of year, location?
P. How were these decided?
Q. Do your intern and co-op programs target particular types
of participants?
P. By field of study?
P. By race or gender?
P. By educational level?
P. By institution (by institution quality)?
Q. What are the primary goals of your intern and co-op programs? (Answer for each program if there is more than one.)
P. Recruiting? (for your office? your company? your agency?
DoD? the Federal Civil Service?)
P. Training?
P. Building community ties?
P. Getting work done cheaply by students?
Q. How do you evaluate the success of your intern and co-op
programs?
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Q. Do you monitor outcomes? If so, what outcomes do you
track?
P. Satisfaction of students?
P. Satisfaction of managers?
P. Percentage of interns who are offered a job?
P. Percentage of interns who accept an offer?
P. Career path of former interns?

III. Resources
Q. Who (what organizational level) budgets for your internship
and co-op programs?
Q. What is the overall budget?
P. Is it a fixed amount per year, or is it per student?
Q. How many interns and co-ops do you have at one time?
P. How is that number determined?
Q. What costs are reflected in the budget?
P. Intern wage?
P. Cost of mentorship?
P. Supplies?
P. Special programs or training for interns?
P. Cost of recruiting interns?
Q. What perqs do you offer interns and co-ops (housing, relocation, student loan credit, etc.)?
Q. What factors limit the size of your intern program?
P. Money (e.g., to pay interns)?
P. Availability of high-quality candidates?
P. Availability of good mentors?
P. Availability of good work assignments?
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IV. Selecting interns and Co-ops
Q. Is there a formal process for identifying, screening, and
selecting interns and co-op participants?
P. Describe the process.
P. What organizational levels have input and responsibilities
at different stages of the process?
Q. Who makes the hiring decisions?
Q. What do you do to recruit interns?
P. Is the recruiting targeted (school-specific, field-specific,
functional areas, etc.)?
Q. Is the organization satisfied with the type and quality of
candidates it gets?

V. Managing the Internship Process
Q. How is intern and co-op oversight organized?
Q. What training do you have for intern and co-op managers/mentors?
Q. What incentives exist for employees to serve as managers or
mentors for interns?
Q. Who decides what interns and co-ops will do (job assignments)?
Q. Is there a formal evaluation process for interns and co-ops?
Q. What use is made of evaluations?
P. Are they directly involved in hiring decisions?
P. Are they available to other offices/components?
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P. How long are these records kept?
P. Do they factor into changes in the intern recruiting process ?

VI. Hiring Interns and Co-ops as Full-Time Employees
Q. What proportion of your interns and co-ops do you make
offers of full-time employment to?
Q. What proportion of these accept?
Q. How long before (or after) the internship is completed do
you make an offer?
Q. Once you decide you want to hire an intern permanently,
how long is it before you can make an offer?
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